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Local 
Abortion 
Abuse 

Addictions 
Disabilities 

Economy/Personal Finance 
Family Parenting 

Divorce 
Marriage-Traditional 

Poverty/Homelessness 
Violence/Domestic Violence/Bullying 

 
County/Regional 

Homosexuality/Same-Sex Marriage/LGBTQ 
Pornography 

Christian Living/Christian Worldview 
 

State 
Unemployment 

Education 
Government/Politics 

Covid-19 
 

National 
Missions/Clean Water 

Health/Wellness 
Prisons 

Election Reform 
Tech Censorship 

Freedom of Speech/Assembly/Religion 
 

International 
Military-War 

Race Relations 
Human Trafficking 

Immigration/Border Security 

 
 

THE FOLLOWING REPORT SPECIFIES HOW THESE ISSUES WERE TREATED ON SPECIFIC SHOWS AIRED ON 

WDCZ-AM DURING This 1st QUARTER OF 2024, THE DATES AND TIMES IN WHICH THEY AIRED, AND LENGTH 

OF EACH PROGRAM. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/1/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Regret is one of life’s most painful and unnecessary emotions. In this new series, SAY GOODBYE TO 

REGRET, we will discover the biblical principles for dealing with regrets from our past and preventing regrets 

in the future. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    1/1/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Wendy Speake returns to discuss how to ingest and digest the Word of God in a beneficial way. Through 

compelling stories, practical help for your own spiritual life, as well as Wendy’s F.E.A.S.T. acronym, you’ll be 

able to take a hold of your walk with Christ and learn how to taste and see His character through the Bible in a 

new way! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/1/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

ACLJ Fighting for the Right to Vote at Supreme Court. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Pornography  1/1/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Roger Marsh talks with Dr. James Dobson to learn more about his life and 

the experiences that have impacted him. Dr. Dobson explains his crucial responsibilities in the Reagan 

presidency, and how his influence on the Meese Commission on Pornography led to an interview with serial 

killer, Ted Bundy. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Parenting   1/2/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye to Parenting Regrets – Part 1 

“I will instill in my children a fear of God, an appreciation for their uniqueness, a respect for authority, and a 

wealth of pleasant memories.” 
                

 

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   1/2/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Molly DeFrank embraced the new digital technologies of smart phones and tablets for her kids until she 

observed its detrimental effects. Molly realized she and other parents need to take control of the technology 

impact upon her children and instituted a 2-week digital fast with no phones, no tablets, no computer games, no 

TV, etc. Within few days, her kids were transformed and found plenty of other creative activities to explore. 

Listen to Molly explain how to equip families to put technology in its proper place. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security 1/2/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The far Left’s 14th Amendment “disqualification” lawsuit led to Colorado banning President Donald Trump 

from the ballot – now Trump is expected to appeal. Also, Special Counsel Jack Smith says Trump’s immunity 

defense could result in chaos. The Sekulow team discusses the President’s legal woes, the ACLJ’s ongoing 

efforts at the U.S. Supreme Court, and President Joe Biden’s failures to secure the southern border. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/2/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Roger Marsh concludes his fascinating conversation with Dr. James Dobson 

as they discuss some little-known facts about his life. Dr. Dobson talks about his personal journey to the USC 

School of Medicine, and the founding of the ministry, Focus on the Family, in 1977. He also reveals some other 

professional opportunities he could have taken before he chose radio. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/2/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Neil discussed living for Christ in the New Year. 

                
 

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/Marriage/Christian Living 1/2/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Each of the Apostle Paul’s letters to different first-century churches contains robust explanations of complex 

theological concepts, such as justification, sanctification, the connection between faith and works, and the role 

of Jewish law after Christ. In more than a few places, however, Paul drops punchy and simple statements such 

as, “If anyone is not willing to work, let him not eat” (2 Thessalonians 3:10). That’s straightforward. Or how 

about this one: “If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for members of his household, he 

has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” (1 Timothy 5:8). That’s pretty clear, too.  

Obviously, these statements have clear implications for husbands and fathers who abandon their spouses or 

children, or who fail to do what is necessary to provide for them. Today, these would also seem to indict those 

who pressure women into aborting a child they fathered; or those who, through IVF, create multiple embryos 

only to abandon some of them in freezers; or those who pressure aging parents into physician-assisted suicide. 

The implications of Paul’s blunt and powerful statement about the responsibilities we have to those who depend 

on us are vast. Few words better encapsulate what it means to be created in the image of God than stewardship. 

Human beings were created by God to steward the world He made. He charged our first parents with tending 

His garden. Though Sin made that task more difficult, it hasn’t altered His original command to His image 

bearers to “be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it.” In fact, this was how He intended for us to 

rule benevolently and wisely over all the works of God’s hands.   
                

 

 

 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Thessalonians+3%3A10&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Timothy%205%3A8&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+1%3A28&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+8%3A6&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+8%3A6&version=ESV
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Parenting   1/3/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye to Parenting Regrets – Part 2 

“I will instill in my children a fear of God, an appreciation for their uniqueness, a respect for authority, and a 

wealth of pleasant memories.” 
 

                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    1/3/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dave and Ashley Willis help couples experience a “naked marriage” where spouses can be completely 

transparent and vulnerable with each other. Like Adam and Eve who were in communion with God, and “naked 

and unashamed.” Listen as they share their love story and describe how couples need to commit to serving & 

sacrificing for each other to sustain a lifelong marriage. Dave talked about “emotional sunburn” where wounds 

from the past can make us tender & trigger anger toward our spouse. Ashley described the challenge many 

women feel in trying to balance marriage and motherhood. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 1/3/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The ACLJ's appeal at the U.S. Supreme Court to overturn the Colorado Supreme Court's ruling to remove 

President Donald Trump from the ballot is underway. Now the 14th Amendment "disqualification" lawsuit 

plaintiffs have filed a response at the U.S. Supreme Court. The Sekulow team discusses the ACLJ's next steps at 

the U.S. Supreme Court in our fight for election integrity, President Trump's appealing the election 

"disqualification" decision in Maine, and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/3/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Luke 12:48 says, “From everyone who has been given much, much will be demanded.” On today’s edition of 

Family Talk, Dr. Ben Carson gives a stirring speech about our society today, and the responsibilities that 

Christians have been given by our Father in Heaven. Let your heart be inspired as Dr. Carson reminds us that 

we are all fearfully and wonderfully made in God’s image. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Disabilities   1/3/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

The Kelly family talked about dealing with Krabbe disease in their son Hunter. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    1/4/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dave and Ashley Willis help couples experience a “naked marriage” where spouses can be completely 

transparent and vulnerable with each other. Like Adam and Eve who were in communion with God, and “naked 

and unashamed.” Listen as they share their love story and describe how couples need to commit to serving & 

sacrificing for each other to sustain a lifelong marriage. Dave talked about “emotional sunburn” where wounds 

from the past can make us tender & trigger anger toward our spouse. Ashley described the challenge many 

women feel in trying to balance marriage and motherhood (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Personal Finance   1/4/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Katie Weibel discussed getting on the right track financially in the new year. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/Marriage   1/4/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Recently in Vox, journalist Rachel Cohen attempted to explain how “millennials learned to dread motherhood.” 

Noting the troubling drop in global fertility rates, Cohen spoke to dozens of women about whether they hoped 

to become or hoped to avoid becoming moms.   Today, the question of whether to have kids generates anxiety 

far more intense than your garden-variety ambivalence. For too many, it inspires dread. I know some women 

who have decided to forgo motherhood altogether—not out of an empowered certainty that they want to remain 

child-free, but because the alternative seems impossibly daunting. Others are still choosing motherhood, but 

with profound apprehension that it will require them to sacrifice everything that brings them pleasure.   

At least part of the dynamic at work here is cultural. Technology and evolving social norms have created the 

impression that the choice to become parents is simply one among many lifestyle “choices” we make, such as 

whether to buy or rent, or whether or not to get a dog. And like those choices, we make the choice to have 

children or not based on convenience, enjoyment, and personal fulfillment. It’s no surprise, then, that 

motherhood often lands on the losing side of that evaluation.   This narrative has roots in second-wave 

feminism. Unlike early feminism, which was largely about correcting social injustices in pursuit of equal rights 

for women, second- and especially third-wave feminism went further, presuming that a woman’s value is found 

entirely in how she compares to and competes with men. In the process, women’s fertility was, in many ways, 

pathologized, treated as a bug rather than a feature of being a woman.  If marriage and having children is seen 

as merely a means to pleasure, we will be disappointed when these things are difficult, painful, or boring, as 

they often are. On the other hand, if life has meaning beyond comfort and pleasure, then something can be 

difficult and worth pursuing at the same time.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/5/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Relationship Regrets – Part 1 

“I will refuse to allow the hurts of others to make me a prisoner of bitterness.” 
                

 

https://www.vox.com/features/23979357/millennials-motherhood-dread-parenting-birthrate-women-policy
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/06/global-decline-of-fertility-rates-visualised/
https://colsoncenter.christianbook.com/the-genesis-of-gender-christian-theory/abigail-favale/9781621644088/pd/644089?event=ESRCG
https://colsoncenter.christianbook.com/the-genesis-of-gender-christian-theory/abigail-favale/9781621644088/pd/644089?event=ESRCG
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living/Parenting  1/5/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

“Generosity” isn’t just about money. In this upbeat talk, Brad Formsma explains how to have a giving mindset, 

and shares the importance of modeling generosity to your children. It goes beyond money: you can be generous 

with your thoughts, your words, your time, your influence, your attention, and your stuff. Brad encourages 

doing “generosity projects” with your kids so that they can experience the blessings of selflessness. We’ll also 

hear from his 16-year old son Drew on how parents can impart this message to their children in an engaging 

way. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 1/5/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The ACLJ and President Donald Trump have filed their appeals to the U.S. Supreme Court – now the 14th 

Amendment “disqualification” case that bans Trump from the 2024 ballot is in the Justices’ hands. 

The Sekulow team discusses the ACLJ’s fight to preserve election integrity from unelected bureaucrats, the 

news of the Colorado Secretary of State attending a fundraiser for President Joe Biden, the move by House 

Republicans to impeach DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Health/Disabilities 1/5/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Her faith is strong, her heart is pure, and for over 40 years she has lived with grace and dignity as a 

quadriplegic. Her name is Joni Eareckson Tada, and on today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James 

Dobson interviewed her in 2010 to discuss her battle with cancer. It's a tender conversation that will uplift your 

spirit and provide courage as only God can do. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    1/5/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners shared stories from their school days and how much things have changed. 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 1           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/8/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Relationship Regrets – Part 2 

“I will refuse to allow the hurts of others to make me a prisoner of bitterness.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    1/8/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

In a discussion based on their book The 4 Habits of Joy-Filled Marriages, Dr. Marcus Warner and Pastor Chris 

Coursey offer practical guidance for how a husband and wife can work together to experience greater joy in 

their relationship. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 1/8/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The U.S. Supreme Court will decide if the Colorado Supreme Court's removal of President Donald Trump from 

the 2024 ballot will stand. The ACLJ is representing the CO GOP in this 14th Amendment case at the Supreme 

Court, and our first brief is due in 10 days. The Sekulow team discusses the ACLJ's ongoing battle to preserve 

voting rights, the controversy surrounding President Joe Biden's Defense Secretary, and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/8/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

According to Gary Hamrick, senior pastor of Cornerstone Chapel in Leesburg, VA, we are at war with the truth, 

which is God’s Truth! On today’s edition of Family Talk, Gary Bauer discusses with Pastor Hamrick the chaos 

and confusion that ensues when we trade biblical wisdom for the lies that many in our society would rather 

believe. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health     1/8/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Robbie Raugh discussed eating clean and getting in shape for the New Year. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/9/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Spiritual Regrets 

“I will one day hear God say to me, Well done, good and faithful servant.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 1/9/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

President Donald Trump is in a D.C. appeals court today arguing for immunity that protects him from Special 

Counsel Jack Smith's indictment for trying to overturn the 2020 election. The Sekulow team discusses the Deep 

State Justice Department's charges against Trump, ACLJ Action's campaign to impeach DHS Secretary 

Alejandro Mayorkas for failing to secure the southern border, the ACLJ's fight at the U.S. Supreme Court to 

preserve 2024 voting rights – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/9/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

In the Bible, you can read about prophets who confronted kings and attempted to influence the government for 

the sake of righteousness. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Gary Bauer concludes his passionate discussion 

with Pastor Gary Hamrick about the role of pastors and the church in culture. Be reminded that these principles 

have not changed. If not the body of Christ, who will speak for truth and proclaim our responsibility to honor 

and glorify our great Creator? 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Prisons     1/9/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Sean Obergfell discussed relating to the criminals he arrested and put in prison as he shares the love of Jesus 

with them. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Personal Finance  1/10/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Financial Regrets 

“I will accumulate a diversified portfolio of investments that will provide for my family’s needs and for God’s 

work.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security 1/10/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The House Homeland Security Committee holds its first impeachment hearing for Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas over rampant illegal immigration amid the border crisis. The 

Sekulow team discusses the Biden Administration’s failures to secure the southern border, the ACLJ’s ongoing 

U.S. Supreme Court case to keep President Donald Trump on the 2024 ballot and protect your right to vote, the 

latest news in the Middle East – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/10/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

In addition to the clear romantic themes in Song of Songs, King Solomon’s book in Scripture also serves as a 

great narrative of Jesus’ sacrificial love for the Church. On today’s presentation of Family Talk, you will hear 

from prominent author and speaker, Dee Brestin, about the one-of-a-kind relationship you can have with God. 

Listen and be blessed as you learn why we are all precious in His sight. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government    1/10/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the continued rise of Government over-reach here and in Canada. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education/Government   1/10/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

 As a Washington Post analysis found late last year, home schooling is America’s fastest growing form of 

education. Around 2.7 million students are home-schooled in America today, up by about a million since before 

the pandemic. For Washington Post reporters, this is scary.  One article described home schooling as a “largely 

unregulated practice once confined to the ideological fringe,” whose rise in popularity is leading critics “to 

sound alarms.” In it, an emeritus Harvard Law professor ominously warned, “Policymakers should think, 

‘Wow—this is a lot of kids.’ We should worry about whether they’re learning anything.’”  A school board 

member from Florida echoed their concern: “Many of these parents don’t have any understanding of education. 

The price will be very big to us, and to society. But that won’t show up for a few years.”  In a Washington 

Post story from December 2, Peter Jamison recounted the tragic death of an 11-year-old California boy named 

Roman Lopez, from severe neglect and abuse. Though, as in most such cases, the story involved a broken and 

blended family—a factor children’s rights activist Katy Faust points out is a consistent risk—according 

to The Washington Post, the thing to blame was that Lopez’s stepmom said she was home schooling 

him.  “Home education was an easy way to avoid the scrutiny of teachers, principals, guidance counselors,” 

suggests Jamison. And the Post wasn’t finished. Nine days later, the Post devoted an article aimed at debunking 

the work of home-school researcher and advocate Brian Ray, who has long argued that home-schoolers out-

perform their public-schooled peers. With little content to criticize Ray’s methodology, the Post devoted space 

to quoting anti-home-schooling activists and Ray’s aggrieved adult daughter. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Marriage   1/11/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Sexual Regrets – Part 1 

“I will not engage in any sexual activity outside of marriage.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/11/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

South Africa levied absurd charges of genocide against Israel at the International Court of Justice. The Sekulow 

team discusses the ACLJ’s advocacy for Israel, President Donald Trump’s Supreme Court fight to stay on the 

2024 ballot, the ACLJ’s ongoing Supreme Court case to preserve voting rights, CNN’s GOP primary debate 

between Gov. Ron DeSantis and Gov. Nikki Haley, Fox News’s town hall meeting with Trump – and much 

more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Disabilities/Marriage 1/11/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

No matter how successful or popular a person is in their life, it all amounts to nothing without a personal 

relationship with the Lord. On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews former 

Buffalo Bills quarterback, Jim Kelly, and his wife, Jill, and discusses how truly empty their lives were before 

knowing Jesus Christ. Discover how the Lord revealed Himself and rescued the Kelly family through the 

suffering of their young son, Hunter. 
                

https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/interactive/2023/homeschooling-growth-data-by-district/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/interactive/2023/homeschooling-child-abuse-torture-roman-lopez/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/interactive/2023/homeschooling-child-abuse-torture-roman-lopez/
https://www.arc-research.org/research-papers/putting-children-first
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2023/12/11/brian-ray-homeschool-student-outcomes/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Human Trafficking   1/11/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Julie Palmer talked about the work PATH is doing to end Human Trafficking here in NYS. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/Education/   1/11/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

Christian Worldview 

 

Many Christian parents worry about how best to pass faith onto their children. Tragically, statistics suggest they 

are right to worry. In 2020, the Cultural Research Center at Arizona Christian University found that  just 2% of 

millennials, a generation now well into adulthood, have a biblical worldview. That is the lowest of any 

generation since surveys on the topic began. According to a Lifeway Research report , two-thirds of those who 

attend church as teenagers will drop out of church as adults.  A significant aspect of the battle for the hearts and 

minds of the next generation has to do with ideas. Helping students think correctly about life and the world, 

God and themselves, would be hard enough if they weren’t also facing such strong cultural headwinds. Simply 

put, many young people today leave the faith because they lack the necessary immunity from the bad ideas of 

our culture. Christian parents must not only present truth to their kids; they must find ways to immunize them 

against lies. The method many Christian parents and churches use to pass on the faith—reinforcement without 

taking counter ideas seriously—is the one most vulnerable to failure. In fact, it can leave young 

people more vulnerable to lies, especially in high-pressure environments. It also means that we don’t have to 

give kids all the answers, but they do need to be aware and ready to think for themselves. This requires we give 

them a framework, or a pattern, of responding to bad ideas thoughtfully and confidently.    
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Marriage   1/12/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Sexual Regrets – Part 2 

“I will not engage in any sexual activity outside of marriage.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Christian Living   1/12/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

NFL chaplain Jonathan Evans and his wife, Kanika, offer parents practical ideas for effectively leading family 

devotions. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War/  1/12/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Election Reform 

 

President Biden finally took action to deter Iran by launching a coordinated airstrike with Britain against Houthi 

rebels in Yemen after the U.S. Navy recently shot down Houthi drones in the Red Sea. Could this have been 

avoided if President Biden had intervened earlier? The Sekulow team discusses the timing of Biden’s military 

response, the ACLJ’s fight to preserve election integrity at the U.S. Supreme Court, President Donald Trump’s 

lead in the Iowa polls – and much more. Former Rep. Tulsi Gabbard also joins to discuss the U.S. airstrike. 
                

https://www.christianpost.com/news/just-2-of-millennials-hold-a-biblical-worldview-lowest-among-all-adults-study.html
https://www.christianpost.com/news/just-2-of-millennials-hold-a-biblical-worldview-lowest-among-all-adults-study.html
https://research.lifeway.com/2019/01/15/most-teenagers-drop-out-of-church-as-young-adults/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Disabilities/Marriage 1/12/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson concludes his heartfelt conversation with Jim Kelly and 

his wife, Jill, as they reveal how truth and tragedy brought salvation to their lives and great healing to their 

marriage. John 8:31 says, “…If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the 

truth, and the truth will set you free.” Discover the hope of Jesus Christ that saved the Kelly’s, and how they 

were then able to use the passing of their son, Hunter, to build a ministry that continues to help thousands of 

hurting people. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Tech Censorship   1/12/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners shared their fears of technology being censored to favor an agenda. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage/Family/LGBTQ  1/12/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Seven years ago this month, National Geographic published an issue that they now refer to as “historic.” With a 

cover featuring a young boy with long pink hair and pink leggings, they announced a “Gender Revolution.” The 

newsstand edition featured a different cover, a child and a collection of hip young people with identifying 

labels, such as “transgender female,” “androgynous,” and “bi-gender.” Our perceptions of those who are 

transgender, these covers suggested, should not be simply men with a fetish. Rather, embracing new 

understandings of gender was about the kids. In addition to the articles explaining the emerging “scientific 

consensus” around these things, and why “gender” is “fluid” and should be thought of as distinct from one’s 

biology, one article focused on the challenge of “toxic masculinity.” Five others promised that rethinking 

gender would elevate women. The journalists accurately predicted that a revolution was occurring, even though 

some who read the issue (me included) thought their announcement premature. However, seven years later, it’s 

clear that the gender revolution has done everything but elevate women. As child psychiatrist Miriam 

Grossman, author of Lost in Trans Nation, explains, the number of teen girls “with recent-onset discomfort with 

their sex is up 4,000 percent [emphasis added].” Especially vulnerable are girls with comorbidities, like autism, 

an association that even one of the National Geographic articles acknowledged. People who are autistic 

are three to six times more likely to not identify with their birth sex. Child psychiatrist Dr. Steven Grcevich, the 

founder and president of a ministry for families with hidden disabilities, called this “[t]he scandal that nobody is 

talking about … the vulnerability of kids with pre-existing medical conditions and autism and other 

developmental disabilities to this gender ideology.” According to Dr. Grossman, this social contagion has been 

especially driven by social media, which has become a virtual “assembly line” for challenging girls to question 

their sense of self. Medical professionals jumped in, resulting in a trail of mutilated bodies, sterilization, bone-

density loss, and other irreversible damage done. Women have been hurt in other ways too. According to 

the Telegraph, a male student recently attacked female students in a gender-neutral bathroom. In sports such as 

in jiujitsu and volleyball, girls have been overpowered and injured, not to mention the other issues of fairness of 

competition, scholarship opportunities, and privacy concerns. There are clear signs that this revolution is 

slowing. Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Norway have all drawn back from providing so-called 

“gender-affirming care” to young people because the science is not settled. Though the Biden Administration 

seems committed to advancing the revolution by force, in states such as Missouri and Ohio, lawmakers are 

taking definitive steps to protect children.  
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/issue/january-2017
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/10/the-origins-of-the-transgender-movement/
https://www.skyhorsepublishing.com/9781510777743/lost-in-trans-nation/
https://www.spectrumnews.org/news/largest-study-to-date-confirms-overlap-between-autism-and-gender-diversity/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGbZRlNOrx4
https://breakpoint.org/what-the-science-really-says-about-gender-affirming-medicine/
https://breakpoint.org/what-the-science-really-says-about-gender-affirming-medicine/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/06/28/essex-schoolgirls-sexually-assaulted-gender-neutral-toilets/
https://www.breakpoint.org/women-forced-to-fight-men-in-jiu-jitsu/
https://wlos.com/news/local/volleyball-player-injured-after-transgender-opponent-spiked-ball-at-her-speaks-out
https://breakpoint.org/male-swimmer-breaks-womens-records/
https://breakpoint.org/male-swimmer-breaks-womens-records/
https://www.breakpoint.org/male-volleyball-player-offered-girls-scholarship/
https://www.breakpoint.org/11-year-old-girl-assigned-to-share-bed-with-male-student/
https://thefederalist.com/2024/01/09/how-democrats-set-the-stage-in-2023-for-an-lgbt-onslaught-in-2024/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/missouri-ban-gender-affirming-health-care-transgender-minors/
https://www.nbcnews.com/nbc-out/out-politics-and-policy/ohio-house-overrides-governors-veto-trans-care-ban-restriction-athlete-rcna133345
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics   1/13/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

This week NCR covered: SCOTUS agreeing to hear whether (or not) Donald Trump should be removed from 

the ballot in Colorado.  One article indicated Trump is worried the Justices will not be supportive of him.  

Detractors worry the relatively conservative justices (particularly his SCOTUS appointees) will show allegiance 

to him.  Can they be fair and impartial?  Should Clarence Thomas’ recuse himself because of his wife’s very 

public reaction to the last election?  Does the 14th Amendment even apply to a former President? What will the 

SCOTUS do?  What do we make of those (including Vivek Ramaswamy and Nikki Haley) calling for Trump to 

remain on the ballot?  A display of constitutional fidelity or political theatre?  Would it be suicide to say they 

rather not have him on the ballot (for whatever reason they might give?)  ie …must they speak the party line, or 

could they actually say what they think and feel about Trump?    
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 2           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/15/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Time Regrets 

“I will refuse to allow indecision, slothfulness, and purposelessness to rob me of reaching my potential.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Race Relations/Christian Living  1/15/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Pastor Miles McPherson challenges believers of all skin tones to consider the fact that grouping humans by skin 

color promotes racism, which hinders the gospel. He encourages us to treat every person like they truly were 

created in the image of God. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/15/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Election Reform 

 

The Supreme Court Takes 2024 Election Case: What You Need to Know – from Jay Sekulow. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting    1/15/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

According to Dr. Tim Elmore, “Leaders are made, not born.” On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. 

James Dobson discusses with Dr. Elmore and his wife, Pam, the importance of teaching our children how to 

become leaders who will stand firm in their convictions, rather than being like sheep, who just follow the 

crowd. Be encouraged as Dr. Tim shares his belief that every child has the potential to be a great leader, 

regardless of his or her personality. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Race Relations    1/15/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about the importance of the work of Martin Luther King Jr. and how the civil rights movement 

continues today. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Race Relations  1/15/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Chuck Colson noted three significant aspects of Dr. King’s work.  First, Dr. King was deeply influenced by his 

Christian faith. Though a series of personal failures are now known to be, sadly, serial, the principles from 

which he spoke and wrote were undeniably Christian. Reflecting on Dr. King’s time in Birmingham, fighting 

against segregation and for equal job opportunities for African Americans, Chuck noted the following:  

During his Birmingham civil rights campaign, Dr. King required every participant to sign a pledge committing 

to do ten things. The first was to “meditate daily on the teachings and life of Jesus.” Others included the 

expectation that all participants would “walk and talk in the manner of love, for God is love” and “pray daily 

to be used by God in order that all men might be free.” To truly understand Martin Luther King, students must 

learn about his Christian faith. It was at the heart of what he did.  In another commentary, Chuck Colson noted 

how Dr. King understood divine law as the source of human law. King’s greatest demonstration of this was in 

his “Letter From a Birmingham Jail,”  something Chuck Colson often referred to as “the most important legal 

document of the twentieth century.” Here’s Chuck: King defended the transcendent source of the law’s 

authority. In doing so he took a conservative Christian view of law. In fact, he was perhaps the most eloquent 

advocate of this viewpoint in his time, as, interestingly, Justice Clarence Thomas may be today. Writing from a 

jail cell, King declared that the code of justice is not man’s law: It is God’s law. Imagine a politician making 

such a comment today.  Based on this belief, that God is the ultimate source of law, Dr. King insisted that any 

unjust law is, in fact, not a law at all. This was the basis of his view of civil disobedience, something that 

Christians not only could engage in, but must engage in.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/16/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Career Regrets – Part 1 

“I will choose a lifework that utilizes both my gifts and my interests.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/16/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Election Reform 

 

President Donald Trump commandingly won the Iowa primary – Governor Ron DeSantis edged former 

Governor Nikki Haley for second place. The Sekulow team discusses the Iowa caucus results, the ACLJ’s brief 

due at the U.S. Supreme Court in two days defending your right to vote for the candidate of your choice – and 

much more. We must not allow the radical Left to keep President Trump off the 2024 election ballot, thereby 

denying Americans the right to vote for the candidate of their choice. 
                

 

https://www.ibtimes.com/martin-luther-king-cheated-his-wife-other-lesser-known-facts-about-civil-rights-2267616
https://breakpoint.org/dr-martin-luther-king-and-the-nature-of-law-2/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    1/16/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Jim Harden of Compass Care talked about their work in ending abortion. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Politics/Government/LGBTQ  1/16/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

In 2023, the Biden administration doubled down on its commitment to radical gender ideology. Federal 

agencies proposed a slew of regulations pushing the Biden administration’s extreme pro-LGBT agenda in 

education, employment, and health care at the expense of children’s interests and women’s rights.  

That agenda, Rachel Morrison suggests in an article at The Federalist, will be back in 2024. For example, plans 

are already in the works within the Department of Education to impose gender ideology on school sports. 

Women and girls will be forced to compete with and against men and boys who identify as female. Also, 

according to Morrison, we can expect the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to expand a policy that 

effectively erases women from one of the most distinctively womanly things imaginable, the Pregnant Workers 

Fairness Act. In addition to avoid using the term woman to describe those who get pregnant, the EEOC “went 

so far as to use the plural pronouns ‘they’ and ‘their’ multiple times to refer to a singular employee who was 

pregnant, had a cesarean section, or experienced childbirth.” Also, Morrison expects that the Department of 

Health and Human Services will “impose incorrect pronouns, bathroom access, and so-called ‘gender 

transitions’ via disability discrimination law.” Two other initiatives will hit closer to home for more people. 

First, the federal government is continuing its attempts to ban “non-affirming” potential parents from adoption 

and fostering, even calling such parents “abusive.” Second, the EEOC, the Department of Health and Human 

Services, and the State Department have joined forces to enforce compliance on using preferred pronoun and 

opening bathrooms to people of the opposite sex. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/16/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - Can you walk away from the faith and no longer abide in Christ?  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/17/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Career Regrets – Part 2 

“I will choose a lifework that utilizes both my gifts and my interests.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting    1/17/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Authors Cynthia Tobias and Sue Acuña explain how parents can effectively adapt to various challenges they 

and their children will face during the middle school years. 
                

 

 

 

https://thefederalist.com/2024/01/09/how-democrats-set-the-stage-in-2023-for-an-lgbt-onslaught-in-2024/
https://fedsoc.org/commentary/fedsoc-blog/ed-proposes-title-ix-athletics-rule-requiring-participation-based-on-gender-identity
https://fedsoc.org/commentary/fedsoc-blog/ed-proposes-title-ix-athletics-rule-requiring-participation-based-on-gender-identity
https://fedsoc.org/commentary/fedsoc-blog/non-affirmation-of-child-s-lgbtqi-identity-is-abuse-under-proposed-foster-care-rule
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/17/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Election Reform/War 

 

President Biden is reverting to President Trump's policy of recognizing the Houthis as a terrorist organization – 

only after the Red Sea attacks forced the Administration to respond. The Sekulow team discusses the Houthis' 

threat to the West, the ACLJ's brief that is due at the U.S. Supreme Court tomorrow to defend the right to vote, 

Trump's resounding victory in the Iowa caucus, how Governor Ron DeSantis and former Governor Nikki Haley 

need to perform in the New Hampshire primary if they want to secure the 2024 GOP nomination – and much 

more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Abortion/Disabilities  1/17/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

While Dr. Robert Jackson, Jr., was a second-year medical resident, he was asked to administer a drug to induce 

premature labor on a woman who was carrying a special needs baby in order to abort the pregnancy. He 

refused, but another doctor did so, prompting the woman to deliver a 22-week-old infant. On today's edition of 

Family Talk, Dr. Jackson recounts that the patient's little baby, born alive, was wrapped in a cold, wet towel, 

and abandoned to die in a metal basin. Since that horrific moment, Dr. Jackson has been a passionate and 

staunch defender of pre-born children. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Unemployment    1/17/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners shared their growing frustrations over the lack of work force in the midst of what the Government 

claims is lowered unemployment numbers. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Politics/Government/Abortion  1/17/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Last week on NBC’s Meet the Press, Joe Biden’s deputy campaign manager, Quentin Fulks, was asked what the 

president’s top priority would be if reelected. His reply: “First of all: Roe. … The president has been adamant 

that we need to restore Roe. It is unfathomable that women today wake up in a country with less rights than 

their ancestors had years ago.” According to Politico, President Biden’s pro-choice agenda is “the strongest 

abortion rights platform of any general election candidate,” and the president seems to sense that this is among 

the very few issues trending in his favor. Of a recent Texas Supreme Court case in which a woman was denied a 

medical exception for an abortion, the president declared: “No woman should be forced to go to court or flee 

her home state just to receive the health care she needs. … This should never happen in America, period.”  

Judging by the string of pro-life legislative defeats, most recently in the otherwise red Ohio and Virginia, many 

Americans agree with the president. One Politico analysis concluded, “When abortion rights are on the ballot, 

they win with voters across the political spectrum—though they don’t always boost Democratic candidates on 

ballots advocating for them.” In an imminent presidential election that promises to be especially contentious, 

the received wisdom among progressive candidates is this: Vow to preserve, at all costs, the so-called “right to 

choose,” and it’s likely that voters will choose me. And make no mistake, abortion is central not only to a 

progressive political agenda, but to the vision of “freedom” and selfhood this agenda has enshrined in American 

law and culture. In so many ways, abortion symbolizes the worldview in which autonomy and self-expression 

are the highest possible values. It’s the logical endpoint of the pursuit of freedom from constraints, devoid of 

any notion of freedom for a created purpose. Ultimately, the pro-life argument remains unchanged. The preborn 

are innocent human beings, made in God’s image, and no one should be able to take their lives without cause. 

In fact, the most basic purpose of government is to protect its citizens’ right to life, and if the government fails 

to do this, it is failing in the most basic way. Simply put, if killing babies in the womb is not wrong, the very 

concept of “rights” is a joke.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/17/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - Does God stop listening to our prayers when we sin?  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/18/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Say Goodbye To Regrets About Regrets 

“I will use regrets about the past to avoid regrets about the future.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    1/18/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

As a husband or wife, you have a unique opportunity to show love and grace to your spouse. On this two-day 

Focus on the Family broadcast, Brad and Marilyn Rhoads openly share their terrible first year of marriage and 

how God intervened to introduce the concept of grace in their relationship. You’ll better understand how 

marriage is a picture of the gospel and learn ways to honor your spouse in a more grace-filled, loving manner. 
                

https://www.politico.com/news/2024/01/07/biden-priority-second-term-abortion-rights-00134204
https://www.politico.com/news/2024/01/07/biden-priority-second-term-abortion-rights-00134204
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/18/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

House Judiciary Committee Chair Jim Jordan exposed the FBI for targeting conservatives' bank statements that 

had purchases labeled "MAGA" or "Trump" or came from stores like the Bass Pro Shop. The Sekulow team 

discusses President Biden's FBI corruption, the need for Deep State government oversight, the ACLJ's U.S. 

Supreme Court brief that was just filed to defend your right to vote for the candidate of your choice, President 

Donald Trump's lead in the 2024 primary elections – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Abortion    1/18/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Today, some pro-life advocates believe that abortion is acceptable if the woman has been victimized by rape or 

incest. On today's edition of Family Talk, Dr. Robert Jackson, Jr., author of The Family Doctor Speaks: The 

Truth About Life, declares that it is morally wrong to kill an unborn child for a misdeed or even a tragic event 

that has occurred in the mother’s life. All unborn children are created in the image of God! Learn more as we 

are joined by Dr. Jackson's wife, Carlotta, as she shares how their two special needs children teach them how to 

be more like Christ. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    1/18/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Dr. Wayne Lewis shared the vision of Houghton University for students in a decaying society. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     1/19/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Today as we begin a new series titled “Are We Living In The End Times?” we will discover biblical answers to 

six pressing questions about the end times. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    1/19/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

As a husband or wife, you have a unique opportunity to show love and grace to your spouse. On this two-day 

Focus on the Family broadcast, Brad and Marilyn Rhoads openly share their terrible first year of marriage and 

how God intervened to introduce the concept of grace in their relationship. You’ll better understand how 

marriage is a picture of the gospel and learn ways to honor your spouse in a more grace-filled, loving manner. 

(Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/19/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

BREAKING: Hunter Biden to Appear Before Congressional Committees Amid Impeachment. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    1/19/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

According to Scott Klusendorf, the term "pro-life" is being redefined and changed in front of our very eyes, 

both within and outside of the church. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Scott Klusendorf, who is president of 

Life Training Institute, shares with college students the importance of clarifying what’s at stake within the pro-

life message, and the crystal-clear difference between right and wrong.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Immigration/Border Security  1/19/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil shared his heart on the border crisis and how we need to protect our own. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics   1/20/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

This week NCR covered: On the heels of the Iowa Caucus: the Ins and Outs of Cults. What is the definition of a 

cult? What do cults do? How do you avoid being caught up in one? Or even in an organization that acts like 

one? Trumpers and Never Trumpers: how are they like a cult or are they?  Why the fixation on the man? 

Why do Cult followers always defend the leader - because in essence they are defending themselves? Is it fair to 

say that MAGA is not about America first but Trump First? Does MAGA even love the R party or just Trump 

and Trump candidates? 

                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 3           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/22/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Someone has said that if you want to know where we are on God’s timeline for the future, just look at what is 

happening in Israel. The nation of Israel is God’s prophetic alarm clock. Today we are going to discover why—

when it comes to the end times—it all begins and ends with Israel. (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living/Health   1/22/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dr. John Trent and his daughter, Kari Trent Stageberg, provide strategies for moving toward health, freedom, 

and life. They talk about Biblical truths that can lead Christ followers to a more positive future, as they share 

their helpful framework for overcoming past pain and challenges. (Part 1) 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/22/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Governor Ron DeSantis has dropped out of the presidential race and endorsed President Donald Trump. Now 

Nikki Haley and Trump will battle next in the New Hampshire primary in the race to be the nominee against 

President Biden in the 2024 election. The Sekulow team discusses the two-person race in New Hampshire for 

the GOP nomination, the ACLJ’s international team in Europe this week for key meetings to defend Israel, the 

Deep State FBI’s targeting of Christians and Trump supporters – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting    1/22/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Parenting is a demanding job that overwhelms many moms with the day-to-day tasks and responsibilities. On 

this classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson talks with the late Emilie Barnes, an author, speaker and 

time-management expert whose invaluable advice continues to help women get rid of stress, and better organize 

their families and homes. Proverbs 16:3 says, “Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and He will establish your 

plans.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military     1/22/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about the ongoing conflicts in Ukraine and Gaza and how the US military needs to stay out of it. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage/Family/LGBTQ  1/22/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

In the last few years, the credibility of science or, more accurately, scientists, has taken more than a few hits. 

Take for instance the rush by many doctors, researchers, academics, and medical institutions to force 

transgender ideology on children. For example, the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Endocrine Society 

have both issued guidelines for medically transitioning minors. From the beginning, maverick scientists have 

called foul, pointing out that the safety and long-term effectiveness of such “treatments” had not been evaluated. 

It seems now that only real-world consequences for actual children can curb the enthusiasm for untested and 

misguided experimentation on kids.  Transgender “medicine” isn’t the only practice advanced as “scientifically 

proven” despite the absence of evidence. Even earlier, assisted reproductive technologies like in vitro 

fertilization and surrogacy were pushed on the public with little understanding of or concern for the 

safety and long-term consequences for women and children. Like transgender medicine, the line is that the 

“science says the kids will be fine.” Don’t buy it.  Recently, the Heritage Foundation’s Emma Waters reviewed 

the available evidence about some of these technologies. “Despite what many experts want you to believe,” she 

writes, “we actually know very little about the impact of surrogacy on the long-term wellbeing of children and 

families.” As it turns out, babies gestated by a surrogate show a marked increase in preterm births, physical 

defects, and low weight. This is just what we know for certain, partly because we’ve been kept in the 

dark.  Pope Francis was recently crystal clear on this one, despite his confusing and misleading statements on 

other serious issues. In a recent speech to diplomats, he blasted surrogacy as “deplorable,” insisting it 

“represents a grave violation of the dignity of the woman and the child,” whom it turns into “an object of 

trafficking.” “A child,” he added, “is always a gift and never the basis of a commercial contract.”  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/23/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Someone has said that if you want to know where we are on God’s timeline for the future, just look at what is 

happening in Israel. The nation of Israel is God’s prophetic alarm clock. Today we are going to discover why—

when it comes to the end times—it all begins and ends with Israel. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living/Health   1/23/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dr. John Trent and his daughter, Kari Trent Stageberg, provide strategies for moving toward health, freedom, 

and life. They talk about Biblical truths that can lead Christ followers to a more positive future, as they share 

their helpful framework for overcoming past pain and challenges. (Part 2) 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://adflegal.org/article/psychologist-dr-james-cantor-details-harms-transitioning-kids
https://adflegal.org/article/psychologist-dr-james-cantor-details-harms-transitioning-kids
https://twitter.com/emlwaters/status/1744769258951725081
https://twitter.com/emlwaters/status/1744769258951725081
https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2024/january/documents/20240108-corpo-diplomatico.html
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security 1/23/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

What are Nikki Haley's chances in South Carolina if Donald Trump wins the New Hampshire primary? After 

losing the Iowa caucus, she needs momentum to be the Republican nominee against President Biden in the 2024 

presidential election. The Sekulow team discusses the fallout of the New Hampshire primary, the U.S. Supreme 

Court's ruling that border agents can remove razor wire in Texas, DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas' possible 

impeachment – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting    1/23/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

When life gets busy, we often wish our days could be longer. No one understands that more than moms. Today 

you’ll hear the conclusion of a classic Family Talk broadcast, featuring Dr. James Dobson and Emilie Barnes. 

She was a popular author and speaker on the topic of organization and time management, and her books have 

stood the test of time and are very relevant today. Learn more as Emilie provides easy tips for moms to 

effectively run their homes, and still have quality time for their families. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Election Reform/Politics   1/23/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about the upcoming 2024 elections and the need for reform to ensure a fair election. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/24/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Last time we discovered that technically we are not living in the “end times,” yet we are living in what the Bible 

calls “the last days” that immediately precede the end times. How will we, or future generations, know we are 

living in the “end times” that will climax with the Second Coming of Jesus Christ? (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage/Personal Finance  1/24/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Money is one of the top reasons why couples experience conflict in marriage. Taylor & Megan Kovar believe 

the conflict isn’t about money but about a lack of communication about money. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   1/24/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Though Donald Trump won the New Hampshire Republican primary, Nikki Haley says she won’t bow out 

before the South Carolina primary. (President Biden won his Democrat primary.) The 2024 presidential election 

is looking more and more like a rematch between Trump and Biden. The Sekulow team discusses the New 

Hampshire primary results. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    1/24/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Have you ever wondered what the man in your life is really thinking? On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, 

you will hear Dr. James Dobson's timeless interview with Shaunti Feldhahn, author of the book, For Women 

Only. Through her detailed research, Shaunti identifies the feelings that may be buried deep within a man's soul, 

and explains to women why their husbands crave respect. Discover these crucial characteristics that may unlock 

the secrets that will lead to a much more intimate relationship. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Freedom of Religion   1/24/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the censorship of religion in schools and how believers need to stand up to tyranny. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Marriage/Family 1/24/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

One feature of American life  for some time now is that women, as a group, tend to fall to the left of men 

politically. For much of the twentieth century, that gap was relatively minor. Until 1980, in fact, the sexes 

voted within a few percentage points of each other. Since then, things have changed dramatically.   

Citing polling data from Gallup, Brad Wilcox of the Institute for Family Studies recently pointed out that the 

percentage of young men ages 18 to 29 who identify as Republican has risen by double digits in the last decade. 

“Some have doubted the idea that young men (18-29) are turning right,” he tweeted. “Time for them to wake 

up.” As late as the mid-2000s, a similar portion of 18- to 29-year-olds of both sexes—just under 30%—

identified as “liberal.” However, according to an American Enterprise Institute survey last year, 46% of white 

Gen Z women called themselves “liberal.” Some conservative scholars like the Acton Institute’s Anthony 

Bradley think this emerging divide extends beyond political commitments to other areas as well, including 

morality. Last week, he tweeted: Gen Z is different. Women are more liberal than the men and this includes 

personal morality as well. More and more guys are willing to wait until marriage & fewer women are. Women 

now celebrate having a “high body count” [a.k.a., many sexual partners] as a[n] empowerment. Today’s young 

men are more traditional. Still, pollsters have noted for decades now one thing that reliably predicts 

conservative views and voting, especially among women: marriage. Pick pretty much any election in any year, 

and half or even most married women vote differently than their unmarried counterparts. In the 2020 election, 

for instance, the gap between how married and unmarried women voted was 15 points, compared with a 10-

point gap between married and unmarried men. As we know, marriage has been in steep decline for years. In 

fact, Pew Research reports that the share of 40-year-olds who have never been married is higher today than at 

any time on record. Fertility, too, is near a record low, making our country more single and more childless than 

at any other time in its history. It would be foolish to think these numbers would not eventually show up in 

political behavior, and that one of the most likely proofs would be the widening gap between the voting habits 

of men and women.   
                

 

 

 

 

https://arthive.com/normanrockwell/works/218815~Dewey_vs_Truman_Election_day
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/quicktake/gender-gap?embedded-checkout=true
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/quicktake/gender-gap?embedded-checkout=true
https://twitter.com/BradWilcoxIFS/status/1744561724538155107
https://www.americansurveycenter.org/research/generation-z-and-the-transformation-of-american-adolescence-how-gen-zs-formative-experiences-shape-its-politics-priorities-and-future/
https://www.americansurveycenter.org/research/generation-z-and-the-transformation-of-american-adolescence-how-gen-zs-formative-experiences-shape-its-politics-priorities-and-future/
https://twitter.com/drantbradley/status/1748385673768239473
https://www.aei.org/society-and-culture/elections-and-demography-the-marriage-gap/
https://www.aei.org/articles/married-americans-keep-voting-red/
https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/06/28/a-record-high-share-of-40-year-olds-in-the-us-have-never-been-married/
https://ifstudies.org/blog/the-us-marriage-rate-rebounds-to-its-pre-pandemic-level
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/25/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Last time we discovered that technically we are not living in the “end times,” yet we are living in what the Bible 

calls “the last days” that immediately precede the end times. How will we, or future generations, know we are 

living in the “end times” that will climax with the Second Coming of Jesus Christ? (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    1/25/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

With personal stories, advice and wisdom, as well as Biblical inspiration, Karen Ehman encourages us to step 

out of our comfort zone to bless others. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security 1/25/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The House Homeland Security Committee will soon vote on the impeachment of Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas over the border crisis and illegal immigration. The Sekulow team 

discusses the upcoming impeachment vote, Title 42 and the Biden Administration's failure to secure the border. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    1/25/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

It’s no secret that men and women were created drastically different from one another. For that reason, 

husbands and wives must intentionally communicate to maintain a healthy relationship. On today's classic 

Family Talk broadcast, Dr. James Dobson continues his riveting discussion with author and social researcher, 

Shaunti Feldhahn. She breaks down and explains how the sexes approach intimacy, and emphasizes the struggle 

for purity in this highly sexualized society. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Missions    1/25/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Steve Tybor of Eight Days Of Hope talked about their work rebuilding communities in Mississippi after the 

deadly tornados last year. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Election Reform 1/25/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

According to a recent article in the Los Angeles Times, a record 4.2 billion people could vote in elections 

around the world this year. Ballots will be cast on every continent except Antarctica, and that’s only because 

penguins can’t vote. To be sure, too many of these elections will not be free, fair, or secure. And, in too many 

places, an election could only escalate political tensions and further the loss of freedoms. A couple weeks ago, 

voters in Taiwan elected a new president from the Democratic Progressive Party, increasing tensions between 

the independence-minded Taiwanese and the Chinese Communist Party. India’s incumbent prime minister, a 

Hindu nationalist, is expected to easily win a third term this spring, which likely means persecution against 

Christians and Muslims will intensify there. The election in Bangladesh earlier this month is widely believed to 

have been a sham, and the upcoming election in Russia will likely have even less credibility.  

Some view these failures as proof that democracy doesn’t work. The very fact that so much of the global 

community recognizes corruption and unfair elections as “ugliness” is itself a testament to the power and 

durability of democratic ideas. The world wasn’t always like this. The idea that humans had inherent dignity 

and were therefore equal to one another is a uniquely Christian idea, de Tocqueville argued, and fundamentally 

unlike the utilitarian philosophies that gave rise to the so-called “democracies” of ancient Greece: “It was 

necessary that Jesus Christ come to earth to make it understood that all members of the human species are 

naturally alike and equal.”  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/26/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Today, we are going to look at the major events of the period we call “the end times” and discover what those 

events mean for us. (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    1/26/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Pastor Gary Thomas invites Christians to embrace a life of true pleasure as a pathway to obedience, worship, 

and service. Gary provides a theological and inspirational framework to help us cultivate the kind of life that 

pleases God. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War  1/26/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The far-Left media and anti-Israel college protests keep spewing lies and propaganda about the history of Israel, 

"Palestine," and the Gaza Strip. The Sekulow team discusses the ACLJ's new video, "The Myth of Palestine," 

which debunks these lies and proves that Israel is the true ancestral homeland of the Jewish people. The show 

also covers the ACLJ's international efforts to defend Israel, other Middle East news – and much more. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2023-12-28/democracy-election-authoritarianism-voting
https://www.opendoorsus.org/en-US/persecution/countries/india/
https://www.opendoorsus.org/en-US/persecution/countries/india/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    1/26/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

In our society, men are often unfairly depicted as uncaring and unthoughtful, when in reality, they are simply 

unsure of how to display love and communicate their feelings. Today on this classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. 

James Dobson concludes his timeless interview with author Shaunti Feldhahn, revealing crucial information 

that women need to know about their husbands. Be enlightened as Shaunti and Dr. Dobson discuss the 

importance of romance in marriage, and why couples must intentionally carve out meaningful time for one 

another. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    1/26/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners shared testimonies of thriving and struggling marriages. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

LGBTQ/Health    1/26/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Sascha Bailey, son of a world-renowned photographer father and a fashion model mother, appeared to “have it 

all.” Instead, facing suicidal thoughts, recurring depression, and a difficult marriage, he became convinced that 

he was a woman. All would be better, internet chatrooms assured, if he would transition to a woman. “Sascha’s 

vision,” explained a recent article from The Daily Mail, “was to become ‘like a real-life Barbie’, with 

pneumatic curves and long blonde hair.” Today, Bailey regrets this flirtation with disaster. Though he still 

(wrongly) thinks some people may be born in the wrong body, he is now calling out the transgender industry for 

its false promises and the wider society for pressuring people into confusion.  [I]t’s almost like society has a 

gun to its head because if they’re not supportive of it, the only choice is to be cancelled. You are either for it, or 

you’re transphobic; there is no middle ground.  He then continued, I feel there’s a huge problem with over-

diagnosis of gender dysphoria. … I think there are a lot of people who, like me, aren’t actually trans, they’re 

just incredibly unhappy and transitioning is a way of making themselves into a new person, which they believe 

will fix everything. He also noted the hypocrisy of those who claim to stand against gender stereotypes while 

also celebrating the shallow transgender imitations of feminine traits. Rather than saving his life, Bailey now 

believes that his attempts to adopt a new sex was, in reality, suicide with extra steps: “Transitioning was a way 

of killing myself without dying, because I was so unhappy with my life.”  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health     1/26/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - How do you work through fear and anxiety? 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-12989635/Sascha-Bailey-photographer-David-close-woman-fears-young-people-transphobic.html
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Abortion  1/27/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

This week NCR covered: the New Hampshire Primaries results analysis, and what's next for Nikki Haley and 

Trump? With the Roe v Wade anniversary this past Monday, is abortion a “losing issue” for the GOP this 

election? Biden & Democrats are making it an issue. How should Republicans respond? 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 4           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/29/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Today, we are going to look at the major events of the period we call “the end times” and discover what those 

events mean for us. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting    1/29/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Your child longs to find their place in the world—what they’re good at, where they shine, where they belong. 

On this one-day Focus on the Family broadcast, mom of three Lucille Williams equips you with ways you can 

nurture your child’s strengths and help them learn to overcome their weaknesses. She shares her own story of 

struggle and challenges as she discovered her own abilities. By building a strong identity in Christ, you can 

develop strategies to highlight their talents. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War/Military 1/29/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

How will President Biden respond after Iran’s proxy drone strike killed three U.S. service members at a military 

base in Jordan? The Sekulow team discusses the deadly drone strike on U.S. troops, the ACLJ’s Houthi FOIA 

lawsuit, other news in the Middle East, the cutting of U.S. funding to UNRWA – and much more.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/29/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

According to Paul Blair, senior pastor of Fairview Baptist Church in Edmond, Oklahoma, every aspect of our 

lives should be given over to the Lord. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Paul gives a stirring speech about the 

absolute necessity of every Christian to love the Lord our God with all our hearts, souls, and strength. Be 

challenged as Pastor Blair asks, “What part of your life is Jesus not in control of?” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

COVID     1/29/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil and listeners talked about the ongoing effects from Covid and the pandemic. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

LGBTQ/Health    1/29/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

A common claim by those who advocate for so-called “gender-affirming care” is that the effects of the 

treatments, especially puberty blockers, are reversible. These drugs are simply a way, advocates claim, for 

gender-confused teens to “push pause” on puberty and buy more time to find out who they are. At any time, 

teens can stop taking the drugs and resume puberty without consequences.  One group that has long made this 

claim is the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH), the leading transgender medical 

organization. In its Standards of Care, which have become the definitive protocol for “gender-affirming care,” 

WPATH claims that puberty-blocking drugs, which are supposed to reduce “distress stemming from physical 

changes that occur when … puberty begins,” are “fully reversible.” However, in a video recently leaked from 

WPATH’s September 2022 certification seminar, the truth comes out. According to WPATH-certified pediatric 

endocrinologist Dr. Daniel Metzger, puberty-blocking drugs aren’t as reversible or noninvasive as advocates 

claim. In fact, they interrupt teens’ physical development in ways that cannot be reversed.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/30/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Many Christians are confused about the difference between the “Rapture of the church” and the “Second 

Coming of Jesus Christ.” Today, we will discover that, although these two events share some common 

characteristics, they are two distinct events with different purposes. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Health     1/30/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

In this Best of 2023 broadcast Dr. Gregory Jantz, a leading authority on mental and behavioral health, shares 

encouragement and help for those overwhelmed by feelings of guilt and shame associated with depression. He 

tells success stories from patients who’ve found hope and healing for mind, soul and body, by developing 

healthy habits, growing spiritually in your faith community, and taking prescribed medication when appropriate. 

(Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War/Military 1/30/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

National Security Council Coordinator John Kirby projected weakness from the White House podium after the 

drone strike in Jordan. Will President Biden step up? The Sekulow team discusses the Republicans’ calls for the 

White House to respond to Iran’s attack on U.S. soldiers, the impeachment articles for Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas – and much more. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ohsu.edu/sites/default/files/2020-12/Gender-Clinic-Puberty-Blockers-Handout.pdf#page=2
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/26895269.2022.2100644#page=114
https://dailycaller.com/2024/01/16/child-sex-changes-pediatric-puberty-hormones/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    1/30/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

If you were met by a stranger on the street, would you be recognizable as a Christian? Today on Family Talk, 

Pastor Paul Blair continues his riveting speech about God’s truth, and how followers of Jesus Christ should 

appear different than the rest of the world. Take inventory of your own life and make sure you can’t be 

mistaken for someone sitting on the fence about certain biblical viewpoints! Proverbs 3:5-6 says, “Trust in the 

Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to Him, and He will 

make your paths straight.” We must not be party to the destructive works of darkness. Instead, we need to 

expose the lies from our culture and stand boldly against them! (Part 2) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Personal Finance   1/30/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Rodney Schunker talked about the need to get out of debt and solidify a financial plan. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Health    1/30/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

In the wake of Dobbs, pro-abortion activists are lobbying states to expand access to chemical abortion. As of 

2020, chemical abortions made up nearly 54% of all abortions in the United States. Often referred to as “the 

abortion pill,” the chemical abortion process is actually two pills. The first is intended to end the life of the 

preborn child. The second is intended to expel it. Drs. George Delgado and Matthew Harrison developed 

“abortion pill reversal” (APR) for mothers who, after taking the first pill in the chemical abortion regimen, 

change their minds. Pro-abortion groups generally claim that APR is ineffective and unsafe, an assertion often 

repeated across media outlets. Chemical abortion involves two pills, Mifepristone and Misoprostol. 

Mifepristone blocks the hormone progesterone that ensures the flow of essential nutrients to the baby. Without 

it, the baby will starve and die. One to two days after taking Mifepristone, the mom then takes Misoprostol, 

which brings on contractions to expel the dead baby from the womb. The chemical abortion process can be 

reversed before Misoprostol is taken, thanks to a commonly understood chemical process called Reversible 

Competitive Inhibition. Mifepristone is an “inhibitor.” It blocks progesterone from being able to do its job. If 

the mom is given natural progesterone within 72 hours of taking Mifepristone, the resulting increase in 

progesterone can overcome (or “outcompete”) the blockade, restoring to the preborn baby the vital nutrients 

he or she needs.  APR is safe because “natural progesterone has been used safely in early pregnancy for 

decades.” Studies performed by pro-abortion researchers show that APR is effective and safe.  The abortion pill 

reversal has already saved more than 4,500 lives.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living /Christian Worldview  1/31/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Many Christians are confused about the difference between the “Rapture of the church” and the “Second 

Coming of Jesus Christ.” Today, we will discover that, although these two events share some common 

characteristics, they are two distinct events with different purposes. (Part 2). 
                

 

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/half-us-abortions-done-pills-survey-finds-rcna17546
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Health     1/31/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

In this Best of 2023 broadcast Dr. Gregory Jantz, a leading authority on mental and behavioral health, shares 

encouragement and help for those overwhelmed by feelings of guilt and shame associated with depression. He 

tells success stories from patients who’ve found hope and healing for mind, soul and body, by developing 

healthy habits, growing spiritually in your faith community, and taking prescribed medication when appropriate. 

(Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War/Military 1/31/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Iran allegedly executed four men who were linked to the Mossad after they were caught planning to sabotage an 

Iranian missile factory. But discrepancies call into question Iran’s propaganda. Also, President Biden finally 

announced the U.S. would respond to the Iranian-backed drone attack that killed three U.S. service members. 

Will Iran retaliate? The Sekulow team discusses the dangerous unrest in the Middle East, the ongoing targeting 

of conservatives by the Biden Administration, the latest Trump ballot ban news from Illinois – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health      1/31/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Cardiovascular disease and various types of cancer still top the charts as the major cause of death worldwide. 

On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson and Dr. Paul Reisser discuss the vital importance 

of healthy living. Discover the difference you can make in your health and that of your family’s by carving out 

time to eat right, exercise, get proper amounts of sleep, and see your doctor regularly. Take charge now before 

your quality of life is unexpectedly taken from you! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Missions    1/31/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Dream Haiti shared their vision for reaching the children of Haiti with the good news. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health     1/31/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - I am feeling insecure and depressed at university and need help. 

Can you offer any advice? 

                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/1/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

The Bible never divorces the truth of Christ’s return from everyday living. Today, in this final message, we are 

going to discover how we should prepare for the certainty of the return of Jesus Christ. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    2/1/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Debra Fileta returns to visit one of the first topics that God laid on her heart: the realm of dating. In this 

broadcast she discusses finding your identity before you make it your relationship, having emotional 

boundaries, and focusing on Christ as the true healing and fulfillment in your life. Her practical advice and fun 

stories are something you don’t want to miss! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War  2/1/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken requested that the State Department consider options for the U.S. to 

recognize “Palestine” as a state. Will the Biden Administration push for a two-state solution for Israel and 

“Palestine”? The Sekulow team discusses why "Palestine" is a myth, the latest radical move by “Squad” Reps. 

Rashida Tlaib (MI-12) and Cori Bush (MO-1), the most recent South Carolina primary polls for President 

Trump and Nikki Haley – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage     2/1/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Society today attempts to water down or trivialize adultery, but according to the Bible, it is not acceptable 

within the boundaries of any relationship, let alone marriage! Today on Family Talk, we’ll hear a classic 

discussion between Dr. James Dobson and best-selling author and speaker, Jerry Jenkins, about the 

vulnerability of every marital relationship unless the proper defenses are put in place. 1 Peter 5:8 says, “Be alert 

and of sober mind. Our enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Disabilities    2/1/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Jill Kelly talked about her journey with her son Hunter after he was diagnosed with Crabbe disease. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/2/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

The Bible never divorces the truth of Christ’s return from everyday living. Today, in this final message, we are 

going to discover how we should prepare for the certainty of the return of Jesus Christ (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    2/2/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Debra Fileta returns to visit one of the first topics that God laid on her heart: the realm of dating. In this 

broadcast she discusses finding your identity before you make it your relationship, having emotional 

boundaries, and focusing on Christ as the true healing and fulfillment in your life. Her practical advice and fun 

stories are something you don’t want to miss! (Part 2). 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/2/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jim Jordan (OH-4) has subpoenaed Fulton County District Attorney Fani 

Willis over her alleged improper relationship with Nathan Wade, the lead prosecutor in President Trump's 

Georgia election interference case. Could the subpoena from Congress derail the far Left's attempt to take down 

President Trump? The Sekulow team discusses the possible ramifications for DA Willis – and much more. 

Senator Roger Marshall (KS) joins us in the studio to discuss President Biden's international policy failures. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage     2/2/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Adultery and lust are deep-rooted sins that continue to plague marriages and families. On today’s classic edition 

of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson continues his discussion with popular author and speaker, Jerry Jenkins. He 

identifies specific “hedges” that must be intentionally built into a marital relationship if it is to remain intact, the 

way God intended. Hebrews 13:4 says, “Marriage should be kept pure, for God will judge the adulterer and all 

the sexually immoral.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/2/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about healthy, thriving marriages. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

LGBTQ/Health/Disabilities  2/2/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Over the past decade, the idea that a person can be born in the wrong body has caused significant harm to many, 

most of all young people and their families. Now we are learning just how much this idea, whether caught 

online, in school, or at a counselor’s office, has preyed on the most vulnerable populations. In a 

recent Breakpoint Forum presentation, Dr. Steve Grcevich described how a growing body of research 

demonstrates that “the disability community has been disproportionately impacted by the gender 

revolution.”   For example, according to a report by the Human Rights Campaign, perhaps the most aggressive 

promoter of gender ideology and so-called “gender transitions,” adults who identify as transgender are 

overrepresented in almost every category of disability. Not only are adults who identify as transgender more 

than twice as likely to have a disability than those who don’t claim to be LGBTQ, they are almost 20% more 

likely to have a disability than adults claiming to be LGB or Q. Another study on the prevalence of 

neurodevelopmental conditions in adults who identify as transgender confirmed that, compared to the general 

population, adults with OCD, autism, or bipolar disorder were over five times more likely to identify as 

transgender. Those with ADHD were six to seven times more likely to identify as transgender. Those with 

depression or learning disorders were over three times more likely to claim a transgender identity. And, 

shockingly, those with schizophrenia were over 28 times more likely to identify as transgender.   

Young people who identify as transgender have also exhibited similarly high rates of cognitive ailments. 

According to one study, almost 70% of youth identifying as transgender had clinically significant anxiety. Over 

55% reported clinically significant depression or self-harm, and 46% met screening criteria for PTSD.   
                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43QavQ89a1E
https://www.hrc.org/resources/understanding-disabled-lgbtq-people
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-17794-1
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34969484/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Homosexuality  2/3/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

This week NCR covered: the recent Alistair Begg conundrum and the Church's involvement with Cancel 

Culture.  In Part 2 they discuss how to demonstrate God's love in ungodly situations, such as homosexuality. 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 5           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/5/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About The Bible. (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    2/5/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

In this insightful podcast, Dave and Ashley Willis guide couples through the pitfalls of common bad habits that 

can strain marriages. With insights on maintaining a strong connection through the parenting years and 

cultivating supportive friendships, the Willis' provide valuable advice for couples seeking a thriving and 

fulfilling relationship. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform/ 2/5/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Tech Censorship/War 

 

The ACLJ has filed its final brief at the U.S. Supreme Court to defend your right to vote for the candidate of 

your choice. Will President Trump remain on the 2024 primary ballot? The Sekulow team discusses the 14th 

Amendment and the ACLJ's fight for election integrity, an update on the ACLJ's FOIA request regarding the 

Deep State FBI's pressuring of Facebook to suppress the Hunter Biden laptop story, President Biden's airstrikes 

against Iranian proxies – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/Health    2/5/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Did you know that there are roughly 1.25 million frozen embryos, just waiting for a chance at life? On today’s 

edition of Family Talk, co-host Gary Bauer talks with John and Marlene Strege about their story of being the 

first couple to “adopt” a frozen, fertilized egg and carry it through a successful pregnancy. The result of that 

endeavor was the birth of their daughter, Hannah, who is now a young adult with dreams of opening her own 

adoption counseling practice. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    2/5/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Nikki Bakker talked about the work of Clarity in ending abortion in Canada. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/6/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About The Bible. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    2/6/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

If you're a Christian who struggles with feelings of inadequacy when it comes to evangelism or guilt for not 

doing more to share your faith, listen in as Dr. Mike Bechtle offers encouragement, explaining why there's no 

prescribed method that's 'best,' and that God can use your unique personality to accomplish the same goal. (Part 

1 of 2) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/6/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has ruled that it is “unpersuaded” by President Trump’s 

arguments for presidential immunity for any actions he took on January 6. How will this ruling affect President 

Trump’s 2024 presidential election bid? The Sekulow team discusses the big win for Special Counsel Jack 

Smith’s federal prosecution against President Trump, the ACLJ’s recent filing at the U.S. Supreme Court to 

preserve voting rights, the ongoing border crisis, DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas’ potential impeachment – 

and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/Health/Abortion  2/6/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

John and Marlene Strege did more than become the first couple to adopt a frozen embryo and carry it through to 

the birth of their daughter, Hannah. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Gary Bauer concludes his enlightening 

discussion with John, Marlene, and Hannah about how they stood firmly on God’s biblical principles and fought 

for the rights of the unborn. Whether in the womb or as a frozen, fertilized egg, hear how Marlene testified 

boldly that embryos are human beings, and should not be treated as “spare parts” in an attempt to save another 

life. It is murder just like abortion. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    2/6/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil and listeners talked about the continued decline of our education system. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/7/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About God. (Part 1). 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    2/7/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

If you're a Christian who struggles with feelings of inadequacy when it comes to evangelism or guilt for not 

doing more to share your faith, listen in as Dr. Mike Bechtle offers encouragement, explaining why there's no 

prescribed method that's 'best,' and that God can use your unique personality to accomplish the same goal. (Part 

2 of 2) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War  2/7/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu will hold a press conference in Jerusalem to discuss the status of a 

potential deal to free the remaining Israeli hostages. This news comes on the heels of the Biden Administration 

sending Secretary of State Antony Blinken to meet privately with Netanyahu. The Sekulow team discusses the 

possibility of a ceasefire in Gaza, the ACLJ's important U.S. Supreme Court case regarding the 14th 

Amendment and voting rights, other Middle East news – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military/War/Christian Living  2/7/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

From Olympic glory, to surviving as a Japanese prisoner in a war camp, the late World War II veteran, Louis 

Zamperini, was an American hero. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews Louis’ son 

and daughter-in-law, Luke and Lisa Zamperini. Together they discuss Louis’ upbringing, his feats at the 1936 

Olympics, and the plane crash that stranded him at sea. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    2/7/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Dr. Wayne Lewis of Houghton University talked about their desire to provide quality, Godly education at an 

affordable price. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    2/7/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - How can we deal with rejection from our good friends who no 

longer speak to us because of our children’s lifestyles? 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage/Family/Homosexuality/  2/7/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

Same-Sex Marriage 

 

Back in 2004, a collection of voices warned of the consequences of normalizing homosexuality. They were 

often mocked and dismissed for predicting how so-called “gay marriage” would usher in all kinds of other 

perversions. Last month, after three national news publications ran stories praising polyamory, these critics now 

seem like prophets, though their predictions should’ve seemed obvious to all. The slope really was slippery, 

after all. In The New York Times version, “[A] Polyamorous Mom Had ‘a Big Sexual Adventure’ and Found 

Herself.” The New York Magazine sported a cover photo of four cute, snuggling cats beneath the headline, 

“Polyamory: A Practical Guide for the Curious Couple.” The USA Today gave readers a crash course in the 

supposedly “misunderstood” polyamorous subculture known as “swingers.” For the blessedly uninitiated, 

polyamory is the practice of having more than one sexual partner. In other words, it is what was called (until 

yesterday) “promiscuity.” However, as with each prior stop on the slippery slope of undefining marriage and the 

family, this one also abounds with creative euphemisms like “open relationships,” “non-monogamy,” 

“throuples,” “swingers,” and (worst of all) “polycules.”  The New York Times article listed a bevy of new TV 

shows, movies, and books promoting polyamory as fun and even beneficial—a journey of “self-discovery” that 

could liven up your “marriage” (whatever that word still means in this context). Fawning over the middle-aged 

mom who published her polyamory exploits in a memoir, The Times explained that by opening her marriage, 

she “cast off internalized sexism and her tendency to put others’ needs before her own.” That last part is 

certainly true. It’s hard to think of anything more selfish than the implied “you’re not enough” at the heart of 

polyamory. The most important thing to know about how we got here is this: Dissolving commitment as 

essential to sexual relationships is the natural outcome of dissolving complementarity between male and 

female. If sexual differences are made unimportant to our love lives, so is the number of lovers.  Despite the 

salacious memoirs and the mainstream media’s public relations blitz, polyamory is a soul-crushing disaster for 

those involved. Ironically for a word that means “many loves,” there’s little lasting love involved when people 

throw aside commitment to one person to chase their every sexual whim.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/8/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About God. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   2/8/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

If you’re a single parent, you’ve got the job of two people and doing all you can to keep your family afloat! On 

this two-day Focus on the Family broadcast, Pam Farrel, raised by a single mom, and PeggySue Wells, a single 

mom of seven, offer guidance to single moms and dads as they navigate life with their children. They examine 

some of the best decisions a single mom can make—things like choosing to thrive, creating a nurturing home, 

introducing your child to Jesus, and learning to respond to situations in healthy ways. It’s an encouraging 

conversation for the single parent! 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/8/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

All eyes are on the U.S. Supreme Court as the Justices just heard oral arguments in the Trump ballot ban case. 

The ACLJ filed our final brief earlier this week in the case. Will the U.S. Supreme Court uphold the Colorado 

Supreme Court's decision to ban President Trump from the primary ballot? Will the far Left's 14th Amendment 

argument prevail in denying Americans the right to vote for the candidate of their choice in the 2024 election? 

The Sekulow team analyzes the ACLJ's critical case at the U.S. Supreme Court – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military/War/Christian Living  2/8/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

The book of Proverbs tells us that a righteous man reveals his character by repeatedly getting back up after 

being knocked down. On this Family Talk broadcast, you’ll hear more about the late American war hero, Louis 

Zamperini. His son, Luke, continues sharing with Dr. James Dobson the terrifying account of how his dad 

survived 47 days lost at sea, along with a tortuous captivity in a Japanese labor camp. You won’t want to miss 

this inspiring true story of courage and determination. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Race Relations    2/8/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners talked about the ongoing issues with racism in both the US and Canada. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/9/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Jesus Christ. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   2/9/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

If you’re a single parent, you’ve got the job of two people and doing all you can to keep your family afloat! On 

this two-day Focus on the Family broadcast, Pam Farrel, raised by a single mom, and PeggySue Wells, a single 

mom of seven, offer guidance to single moms and dads as they navigate life with their children. They examine 

some of the best decisions a single mom can make—things like choosing to thrive, creating a nurturing home, 

introducing your child to Jesus, and learning to respond to situations in healthy ways. It’s an encouraging 

conversation for the single parent! (Part 2). 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   2/9/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Special Counsel Robert Hur announced that President Biden won’t face prosecution for the classified 

documents probe due to his “poor memory.” On the other hand, President Trump’s classified documents case is 

still pending. Is there a two-tier system of justice for President Biden? The Sekulow team discusses the Special 

Counsel’s scathing report, yesterday’s explosive U.S. Supreme Court hearing regarding the Trump ballot ban 

case (and the ACLJ’s filed brief to defend voting rights) – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military/War/Christian Living  2/9/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Today on Family Talk, you will hear the conclusion of a 3-part series as Dr. James Dobson discusses the life of 

the late American war hero, Louis Zamperini, with his son and daughter-in-law, Luke and Lisa Zamperini. They 

discuss Louis’ severe struggle with PTSD after World War II, and his encounter with the Lord at a Billy 

Graham crusade that changed his life forever. The incredible work of Jesus Christ provides healing and 

forgiveness that cannot be found in any other way! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government    2/9/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil and listeners talked about the issues we have been having with our Government and its constant over reach. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Parenting/LGBTQ/Education  2/9/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Montana Child and Family Services (CFS) has removed a 14-year-old daughter, who goes by the pseudonym 

“Jennifer,” from the custody of her father and stepmother. Todd and Krista Kolstad refused to affirm Jennifer’s 

self-professed transgender identity. Like many adolescents, Jennifer struggled with this difficult age, but there 

were no indications of suicidality or distress over her gender. For example, she had experienced some bullying 

in school, but her parents transferred her to another district. The trouble with CFS began when the school 

notified Krista and Todd that Jennifer had expressed suicidal thoughts at school. That same day, CFS showed 

up at the family’s house and asked to do an inspection. Krista and Todd agreed to the inspection. Afterward, 

when the family sat down with the case worker, Jennifer claimed to have attempted suicide earlier that day by 

ingesting toilet bowl cleaner and painkillers. They rushed Jennifer to the emergency room, but, thankfully, all 

tests indicated that she had, in fact, not ingested any toxic substances and was given a clean bill of 

health.  However, things got worse from there. While admitted at the hospital, Jennifer told nurses that she 

identified as male and preferred to go by the name “Leo.” Hospital staff called her by this new name, despite the 

protests of her parents. After two days at the hospital, the Kolstads agreed to have Jennifer spend some time at 

an in-state residential treatment facility. When they learned that Jennifer would instead be sent to an out-of-

state facility, they refused to sign the paperwork to release her. Within minutes, CFS was at the Kolstads’ home 

with papers notifying them that their daughter was being temporarily removed from their custody.  Fast-forward 

six months later when Jennifer was placed into the custody of her birth mother in Canada, with whom she has 

never had a relationship. When Todd and Krista publicly protested this series of events, they were placed under 

a gag order, which they ignored. They appealed to the Montana Supreme Court for the gag order to be released 

and to be given “supervisory control” of Jennifer’s case. Earlier this week, the court rejected their 

appeal. Though the Kolstads had demonstrated a commitment to Jennifer’s health, the CFS affidavit cited 

that the reason for her removal was “Physical Neglect — the Youth was suicidal and needed acute psychiatric 

care and … [her parents] refused to sign paperwork for the Youth to receive the care that was recommended by 

the medical professionals.” A common strategy of “gender-affirming” doctors, therapists, and state workers is 

to predict suicide if a child is not allowed to transition, citing their own expertise. Often, the power play is 

accompanied by the coercive saying, “You can either have a living son or a dead daughter.”  In fact, the 

opposite is true. Transitioning does not lead to less suicide. Rather, it leads to more. The best 

research shows that those who undergo chemical and surgical “transition” are over 19 times more likely to 

commit suicide than the average person. When it comes to youth, the vast majority—88-98%—of adolescents 

who are allowed to go through puberty will reconcile with their God-given sex. So-called “transitioning” 

harms—it does not help—teens struggling with distress over their gender.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Abuse/Parenting 2/9/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - I love my son, but he’s been abusive in some ways, so I wonder 

about healthy boundaries. Do you have any New Testament commentary content available now?  
                

 

 

 

https://reduxx.info/exclusive-montana-family-loses-custody-of-teenage-daughter-after-expressing-opposition-to-her-gender-transition/
https://www.newsfromthestates.com/article/montana-supreme-court-rejects-plea-glasgow-couple-regarding-child-custody-case
https://www.newsfromthestates.com/article/montana-supreme-court-rejects-plea-glasgow-couple-regarding-child-custody-case
https://reduxx.info/breaking-montana-family-reportedly-facing-imminent-arrest-after-transgender-daughter-was-removed-from-their-custody/
https://twitter.com/Slatzism/status/1752164268722532691?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1752164268722532691%7Ctwgr%5E8ec517f336e6dc4ba29ca53a614fc45916fd4085%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Freduxx.info%2Fbreaking-montana-family-reportedly-facing-imminent-arrest-after-transgender-daughter-was-removed-from-their-custody%2F
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0016885
https://www.heritage.org/gender/commentary/dont-be-fooled-gender-identity-policies-dont-follow-the-science#:~:text=These%C2%A0methods%C2%A0overlook%C2%A0the%20fact%20that%2088%25%20to%2098%25%20of%20those%20struggling%20with%C2%A0gender%20dysphoria%20will%20accept%20their%C2%A0biological%C2%A0sex%20after%20going%20through%20puberty%2C%20according%20to%20the%20fifth%20edition%20of%20the%20American%20Psychiatric%20Association%E2%80%99s%20%E2%80%9CDiagnostic%20and%20Statistical%20Manual%20of%20Mental%20Disorders.%E2%80%9D
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Immigration/ 2/10/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

Border Security 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they review the Mayorkas Impeachment Vote, and the failed 

Border Bill. How did Alejandro Mayorkas survive an impeachment vote?  Why is the Border Bill a failure?  
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 6           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/12/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Jesus Christ. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting/Health   2/12/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Research increasingly shows that our culture is in the midst of a mental health epidemic, especially among 

children and youth — persistent feelings of sadness & hopelessness, anxiety and even suicidal thoughts. But 

Danny believes parents can offset these issues by routinely initiating conversations with your children to assess 

their mental and emotional well-being. Also, establishing a solid spiritual environment in your home will help 

improve mental health. Danny recommends parents use “feeling charts” and “thought bubbles” to help children 

see how their thoughts & emotions are connected, and how to choose more healthy/godly perspectives. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Abortion  2/12/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

VICTORY: To preserve the sanctity of life, the ACLJ blocked attempts by the Department of Justice and D.C. 

officials who tried to destroy evidence of a nefarious cover-up – and D.C. officials backed down. The Sekulow 

team discusses the ACLJ’s major victory for life against the Deep State, the ACLJ’s ongoing case at the U.S. 

Supreme Court to defend voting rights, the news of two hostages being rescued from Gaza, President Trump’s 

deadline in his immunity case – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/12/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

God intended sex to be reserved for and exclusive to a marital relationship. On today’s classic edition of Family 

Talk, we’ll learn why that divine purpose has been disregarded through Dr. James Dobson’s interview with sex 

therapists, Dr. Clifford and Joyce Penner. They share how pornography and casual sex have warped our view of 

intimacy. Hebrews 13:4 says, “Marriage should be honored by all, and the marriage bed kept pure, for God will 

judge the adulterer and all the sexually immoral.”  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Prisons     2/12/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Jesse Reeves of Kings Porch talked about his ministry to those incarcerated. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/13/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses What Every Christian Should Know About The Holy Spirit. (Part 1) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    2/13/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Popular guest Dr. Kevin Leman offers practical suggestions for maintaining a lasting, thriving marriage, 

including identifying your spouse's key needs, living a lifestyle of "24/7 intimacy," using feelings to strengthen 

your relationship, and more. Jim Daly's wife, Jean, joins the conversation to offer her insights from their 

marriage of over 30 years. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   2/13/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

TRUMP IMMUNITY: New Developments in Appeal to Supreme Court. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/13/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Husbands and wives have a mutual responsibility laid out in Scripture to love and respect one another. On this 

classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson concludes his insightful discussion with featured guests, Dr. 

Clifford and Joyce Penner, as they share why those biblical concepts are foundational to a couple's sex life in a 

successful and fulfilling marriage. Discover how you can fan the flames of passion and turn that emotion into 

deeper intimacy with your husband or wife the way God intended. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Homelessness    2/13/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 John Cooper of the rescue mission talked about their work serving the homeless. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/LGBTQ/Homosexuality  2/13/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Recently, The New York Times published an opinion column describing stories of people who, we’ve long 

been told, don’t exist. According to transgender activists and their allies in media, those who “detransition” are 

either legends or are so rare that they’re viewed as right-wing pawns and talking points. They have also 

been described as people with “a lot of internalized transphobia.” At best, they are viewed with suspicion 

because they complicate the narrative that “gender-affirming care”—a phrase that actually refers to social, 

chemical, and surgical rejections of biology—will bring peace and contentment with one’s true 

identity.  Because more than a few articles and opinion pieces in The New York Times have been critical of the 

idea of “detransitioners,” many were surprised at this opinion piece that compassionately told of individuals 

who detransitioned and highlighted the harms they faced from counselors, psychologists, and medical 

institutions. Yet, though the piece comes off as a kind of exposé, it’s billed as an opinion piece. It largely 

repeated points made for years by scholars like Ryan Anderson, Abigail Shrier, and others. The irreversible 

harms of “gender-affirming care” have been known for some time. For example, we’ve long known that there’s 

a difference between gender dysphoria—which, historically, affected a very small population of young boys—

and the rapid onset gender dysphoria of the last decade that affected skyrocketing rates of teen and pre-teen 

girls. We’ve known that major pediatric, psychiatric, and psychological associations were so captured by gender 

ideology that they preempted normal standards of care, rushed children to life-altering treatments, and refused 

to consider comorbidities like OCD, depression, autism, trauma, sexual abuse, and other physical and mental 

health issues. Though distinct, transgenderism and homosexuality each reject the role biological sex plays in 

who we are and how we should live. Transgenderism denies that biological sex defines the true self.  

Homosexuality rejects that sex defines who one should marry and engage in sexual intimacy with. Gender 

dysphoria and same-sex attraction are real burdens for some. But healing and wholeness will only be found in 

embracing, not rejecting, who God made us to be.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/14/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses What Every Christian Should Know About The Holy Spirit. (Part 2) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    2/14/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Popular guest Dr. Kevin Leman offers practical suggestions for maintaining a lasting, thriving marriage, 

including identifying your spouse's key needs, living a lifestyle of "24/7 intimacy," using feelings to strengthen 

your relationship, and more. Jim Daly's wife, Jean, joins the conversation to offer her insights from their 

marriage of over 30 years. (Part 2). 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/02/02/opinion/transgender-children-gender-dysphoria.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2023/12/06/detransitioners-transgender-care-laws/#:~:text=But%20as%20conservatives%20have%20mounted%20a%20concerted%20effort%20to%20limit%20trans%20and%20gay%20rights%2C%20particularly%20in%20red%2Dstate%20legislatures%2C%20a%20small%20minority%20of%20detransitioners%20like%20Mosley%20have%20gained%20prominence.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2023/12/06/detransitioners-transgender-care-laws/#:~:text=%E2%80%9CIt%20literally%20takes,of%20internalized%20transphobia.%E2%80%9D
https://www.youtube.com/live/43QavQ89a1E?si=HkTJQ7-GabnbZH4D
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security 2/14/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The House ultimately voted to impeach Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro 

Mayorkas for failing to protect the southern border. Congress has not impeached a Cabinet secretary since 1876. 

Will the U.S. Senate trial result in a conviction and removal? The Sekulow team discusses the impeachment of 

Secretary Mayorkas, the report of the CIA allegedly targeting associates of President Trump, the ACLJ’s 

ongoing fight to preserve voting rights at the U.S. Supreme Court, and the ACLJ’s newest brief to stop 

President Biden from silencing conservatives. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/14/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Contrary to the claims of pop culture, true love is not just an emotional term, and not necessarily romantic. 

Biblically speaking, the cornerstone of marital love is an unflinching commitment to one's spouse and a Christ-

like posture of self-sacrifice. On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson discusses the real meaning 

of love with Bob Lepine, author of Love Like You Mean It. Bob explains that patience, kindness, and humility 

are like marital disinfectants that help wash away toxins that can build up over time. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Immigration    2/14/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the mess down south with our open borders. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    2/15/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Are you waiting for a miracle from God? In this winsome presentation, author and Bible teacher Lisa Harper 

shares how the Lord redeemed gut-wrenching disappointments in her life. She encourages believers to see 

“waiting on God” as the bold stance of a prayerful warrior, not an attitude of defeated pessimism.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/15/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Angels & Demons. (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/15/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Fulton County DA Fani Willis is in court but for the wrong reasons as a Georgia judge hears evidence regarding 

DA Willis' alleged improper relationship with prosecutor Nathan Wade. How will today's outcome affect their 

case against President Donald Trump for charges of 2020 election interference and voter fraud? 

The Sekulow team discusses the possible ramifications for Trump's legal case in Georgia, Special Counsel Jack 

Smith's request for expediency to the U.S. Supreme Court, and the latest news in Trump's New York case. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/15/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Many people casually believe that marriage should be a 50/50 proposition. But we need to be careful that we’re 

not mistakenly manifesting a performance-based marriage, where a husband and wife are always keeping score. 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson concludes his tough discussion with Bob Lepine on the 

biblical understanding of what real love is supposed to be. 1 Corinthians 13:7-8 says, “Love bears all things, 

believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. Love never ends.” Are you up for the challenge to follow 

the Lord’s instruction and take your marriage to a deeper level? 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    2/15/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Callers talked about how they are able to be the hands and feet of Jesus in their workplace. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    2/15/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

A study published in the European Journal of Human Genetics found that across Europe, births of children with 

Down syndrome are now about half what we’d expect. Again, this isn’t because of some miracle cure, but 

because parents are aborting around half—in some countries as many as 83%—of children diagnosed with 

Down syndrome in the womb. Usually, those on the political Left cheer assisted suicide, euthanasia, and 

abortion “rights.” Increasingly, the post-Christian Right is leading the applause. Political researcher and 

commentator Richard Hanania, for instance, shared this study and praised the results: “Many of the parents go 

on to have a healthy child instead, or maybe two. So you get just as many lives but more health. There are 

actually people who think this is a bad thing.” In response, David Harsanyi at The Federalist correctly identified 

this as the same logic behind eugenics, and asked: “If eugenics is a social good, why stop at Down syndrome? 

Why not keep having abortions until you get the perfect kid?” The logic behind the Western war on the weak is 

simple and sinister. Thousands of human beings are being told, “You’re imperfect, so you’re better off dead, 

and everyone else is better off without you.” The United States isn’t far behind. According to estimates, around 

one-third of children with Down syndrome are aborted in this country, and more states are considering 

legalizing so-called “Medical Assistance in Dying,” even embracing Canada’s misleading label for it.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/16/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Angels & Demons. (Part 2). 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41431-020-00748-y
https://twitter.com/RichardHanania/status/1749283101988241626
https://twitter.com/davidharsanyi/status/1749840810806223183
https://twitter.com/davidharsanyi/status/1749840810806223183
https://lozierinstitute.org/new-study-abortion-after-prenatal-diagnosis-of-down-syndrome-reduces-down-syndrome-community-by-thirty-percent/
https://www.breakpoint.org/u-s-expansion-of-maid/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living/Marriage/Parenting/ 2/16/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

Family 

 

Over the years, Dr. Gary Chapman has delivered life-changing relationship advice to couples and families. On 

this one-day Focus on the Family broadcast, Dr. Chapman reflects on the lessons God has taught him 

throughout his life—through his parents, his wife, and his children. He recalls how he identified the Five Love 

Languages and offers some solid insight on marriage and parenting. As he reflects on his personal journey, 

you’ll be encouraged to do the same! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/16/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Fulton County DA Fani Willis took the stand yesterday and gave a tumultuous testimony about her alleged 

improper relationship with prosecutor Nathan Wade. How will the judge's ruling affect their case against 

President Donald Trump for charges of 2020 election interference and voter fraud? The Sekulow team discusses 

Trump's legal case in Georgia, the ACLJ's case at the U.S. Supreme Court regarding the 14th Amendment, 

Trump's ongoing appeal for presidential immunity, the latest news in Trump's New York civil case – and much 

more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage/Christian Living  2/16/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, author and comedian, Dennis Swanberg, will highlight the 

importance of different emotional fuels, such as humor and words, that we need. Through wit and wisdom, 

Swanberg emphasizes how central it is to love someone by using their specific grade of “fuel” that relates to 

them. Dennis will have you in fits of laughter and then tears as he shares his pearls of wisdom. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Human Trafficking   2/16/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Julie Palmer discussed the work of Path and helping to end human trafficking. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Addiction  2/16/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - I can’t seem to quit smoking weed, and I’m torturing myself every 

day. Can you help? 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics   2/17/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss last week's report from Special Counsel Robert Hur 

regarding President Biden's mishandling of sensitive data - even though no criminal charges were filed - 

Democrats are spending more time behind the scenes speculating as to whether or not now would be the right 

time to end the 46th President's re-election bid. Do you believe they're serious? Should the President have been 

charged with criminal activity like his predecessor? If you were a Democratic advisor, whom would you 

recommend to take over the top spot on the ticket? (Top nominees include Gavin Newsom, Kamala Harris, 

Gretchen Whitmer, Kentucky Governor Andy Beshear and . .. Michelle Obama) Does getting this investigation 

out of the way even before Super Tuesday (5 March) actually make things easier for the Biden-Harris ticket to 

win re-election with November being so far away? 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 7           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/19/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Angels & Demons. (Part 3). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting    2/19/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

By helping a child realize their identity and worth in Christ, you can have a lasting impact on them! On this 

one-day Focus on the Family broadcast, Peter Mutabazi shares his journey from street kid to foster dad. As a 

young kid on the streets of Kampala, Uganda, Peter’s life changed when one man showed compassion and 

kindness. Now he’s giving back, opening his home to children in foster care. Learn how you can come 

alongside kids in need by showing them God’s love, grace, and mercy. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Economy  2/19/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Truckers for Trump plan to boycott deliveries to New York City after the judge fined President Donald Trump 

$355 million in the civil fraud case. How will this protest affect commerce in the Big Apple? The Sekulow team 

discusses the truckers’ boycott, the latest on the Trump civil case ruling, Rep. Rashida Tlaib calling for 

Michigan Democrats not to vote for President Biden in the primary, the ACLJ's opposition to Andeel Abdullah 

Mangi as a judicial nominee – and much more. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Freedom of Religion 2/19/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Your voice matters! Never has there been a time when this powerful statement was more necessary to promote. 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Gary Bauer interviews Penny Young Nance, CEO and president of 

Concerned Women for America. Be inspired as you listen to Penny’s bold resolve to stand in the gap and fight 

for women’s and children’s rights and their religious freedoms. “If you can’t stand when things are the hardest, 

what are you doing?” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

COVID     2/19/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Neil talked about how Covid is still impacting the world. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Family/Marriage  2/19/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Years from now, by God’s grace, the world may look back with horror on the abortion holocaust that engulfed 

our nation and much of the world. When they do, people will discuss the movement that helped make this 

injustice unthinkable for civilized people. Part of that conversation will be how the movement recruited 

champions, especially young people, and equipped them to defend the preborn. One of the sage champions for 

the unborn has been Scott Klusendorf, who is also the president of Life Training Institute.  

With tireless effort over decades now, Scott has continued to make the case for life to thousands and thousands. 

He’s made the issue simple, focused, and clear. His formulation has come to be one of the definitive 

articulations of what it means to be pro-life. Fifteen years ago, Scott wrote his instrumental pro-life book The 

Case for Life. At the time, Roe v. Wade legally subverted the conversation about restrictions on abortion. In 

2022, the Dobbs decision brought a long-prayed-for end to Roe. However, in the time since that victory, we’ve 

gotten a much better idea of where the American public is on the question of abortion. Simply put, they might 

not like it themselves, but they’re squeamish about denying it to others. We must continue to make the case for 

life.  In response to the unfortunate revelations of the last few years, Scott has released a comprehensively 

revised and expanded edition of The Case for Life. This second edition features eight new chapters and a 

thorough revision of ten others. In his expanded version, Klusendorf masterfully informs and equips us to 

respond to the latest pro-abortion arguments. Often, so-called “experts” get away with misinformation and false 

representations. But Klusendorf takes the strongest pro-abortion thinkers and pro-abortion arguments head-on: 

for instance, the young law lecturer at Oxford who claims that while the preborn are human, they are not 

persons. Klusendorf points out that these distinctions based on consciousness and sentience are arbitrary and 

open to abuse.  He also clarifies five key objectives of every effective pro-life advocate, which make up the five 

sections of the book. First, we must clarify the debate by showing what the abortion debate is ultimately about. 

Second, we must highlight underlying worldview questions and assumptions that underpin the arguments for 

and against abortion. Third, anyone wanting to be effective must identify, understand, and respond to leading 

pro-abortion voices and their views on conception, personhood, and rights. Fourth, pro-lifers must persuasively 

answer objections to pro-life arguments, including women’s safety, religious tolerance, and cases of rape. 

Finally, we must be committed to teaching, equipping, and collaborating with other pro-lifers.   
                

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=py02pQTyeTE&t=8312s
https://www.colsoncenter.org/2402-the-case-for-life/?__hstc=183792825.e36e9ce2059431870440b06713f72c45.1707840980163.1708106758833.1708364679948.4&__hssc=183792825.2.1708364679948&__hsfp=3297838879
https://www.colsoncenter.org/2402-the-case-for-life/?__hstc=183792825.e36e9ce2059431870440b06713f72c45.1707840980163.1708106758833.1708364679948.4&__hssc=183792825.2.1708364679948&__hsfp=3297838879
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/20/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what Every Christian Should Know About Angels & Demons. (Part 4). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting    2/20/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Educator and author Cynthia Tobias offers encouragement and practical advice for the difficult scenarios faced 

by frustrated parents of strong-willed children, ranging from very young to adult. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/20/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The calls are getting louder for President Biden not to run for reelection. Ezra Klein, host of The Ezra Klein 

Show and columnist for The New York Times, just opined that President Biden will be “a hero” if he steps 

down. Will the Democrat Party find a new candidate for the 2024 presidential election? The Sekulow team 

discusses whether President Biden will drop out and possible replacements (e.g., Vice President Kamala Harris, 

California Governor Gavin Newsom, former First Lady Michelle Obama), President Trump’s legal woes, the 

ACLJ’s ongoing case to defend voting rights at the U.S. Supreme Court – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Freedom of Religion/ 2/20/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

Marriage/Family/Abortion 

 

Who would have thought there would ever be a need to ask the question, “What is a woman?” On today’s 

edition of Family Talk, Gary Bauer concludes his in-depth discussion with Penny Young Nance about the state 

of our country. Penny and her organization, Concerned Women for America, are fighting for seven core issues, 

the family, the sanctity of human life, religious liberty, education, sexual exploitation, national sovereignty, and 

support for Israel. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military     2/20/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Adam Davis talked about the effects of PTSD on veterans. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Marriage   2/20/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Last year, the population of the nation of China dropped by at least two million people. That number is over 

double the nation’s population decline in 2022. For context, this is like the U.S. losing the entire population of 

the state of Nebraska or the city of Houston, Texas in a single year. What continues to drive China’s drastic 

decline in population is a drop in births. In the last five years, the number of births there has dropped by almost 

half, according to China’s National Bureau of Statistics. In 2017, China reported 17 million births. In 2023, it 

reported only 9 million, a number that fails to replace the 11 million people who died. In 2016, China revoked 

its infamous one-child policy. In recent years, local governments and corporations have made 

concentrated efforts to encourage and even incentivize citizens to have more kids. In Hangzhou, the local 

government offered $2,800 for those who had a third child in 2023. In Wenzhou, parents were offered over 

$400 for every child they have. Some companies are offering cash bonuses for the first five years of a child’s 

life. Yet, despite these efforts, China’s population continues to decline.  To be clear, though its situation may be 

the most dramatic, China is not the only country facing population decline. Countries across the developed 

world, from Europe to East Asia, have birth rates well below the replacement rate. And, like China, several of 

them are attempting to incentivize citizens to have more children. Behind the developed world’s fertility 

struggles is a cultural shift in views, not only about children and parenting, but more fundamentally, about 

marriage and sex. As one Chinese official observed about the 2022 decline, citizens have lost a “willingness to 

have babies” and are delaying “marriage and pregnancy.”  For starters, marriage is no longer viewed as a 

“foundation” upon which people can build lives and livelihoods. Increasingly, it is viewed as a kind 

of “capstone” that adorns young adulthood, coming after one has gone to college, achieved economic 

independence, and made a successful start in one’s career. Additionally, thanks to reproductive technologies 

like the pill, in vitro fertilization, and surrogacy, the severing of reproduction from the act of sex is nearly 

complete and, with it, a further disconnect between sex and its God-given purpose. It is now something of a 

cultural given to presume that sex exists primarily for one’s personal pleasure rather than for the conception of 

children.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/21/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About Sin. (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting    2/21/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Educator and author Cynthia Tobias offers encouragement and practical advice for the difficult scenarios faced 

by frustrated parents of strong-willed children, ranging from very young to adult. (Part 2). 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wng.org/opinions/demographic-free-fall-1706527092
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202401/1305550.shtml
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-population-demographics-birthrate-fertility-subsidies-incentives-ivf-betrothal-gift-2023-10#:~:text=An%20aging%20population%20will%20have,have%20up%20to%20three%20kids.
https://www.nationalreview.com/magazine/2024/03/natalism-is-not-enough/
https://breakpoint.org/chinas-population-drops-by-nearly-a-million/
https://breakpoint.org/marriage-is-a-calling-not-a-right/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   2/21/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

President Trump joined Laura Ingraham (host of The Ingraham Angle on Fox News) for a town hall in 

Greenville, South Carolina, to discuss the GOP primary election against former Governor Nikki Haley. Trump 

confirmed he has a list of possible Vice President nominees that includes Sen. Tim Scott (SC), Vivek 

Ramaswamy, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, Rep. Byron Donalds (FL-19), South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem, and 

former Rep. Tulsi Gabbard. The Sekulow team discusses Trump's possible running mate in the 2024 presidential 

election against President Biden, the latest news about Russia and Putin – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Marriage  2/21/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today's edition of Family Talk, Pastor Ted Cunningham, comedian on the "Date Night Comedy Tour," 

insists that you haven't started marriage until you end up with your parents' broken-in, worn-out mattress. Since 

the dip is already built in, you'll both roll to the center! On a serious note, Cunningham wisely counsels spouses 

to plug into God as their source of life instead of relying on their husband or wife to provide happiness and 

purpose. Prepare to laugh out loud as you learn biblical insight that can draw you closer to God, and then your 

spouse, and your family. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Missions    2/21/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Steve Tybor of Eight Days of Hope talked about their work in Mississippi. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Government/   2/21/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

Tech Censorship/Health 

 

In a rare moment of bipartisanship, senators on both sides of the aisle have agreed that social media is not safe 

for teens, and that it’s time for the government to do something about it. Public concern about social media’s ill 

effects, especially on the mental health of teenagers, has been growing for years.  In 2018, sociologist Jean 

Twenge exposed that teens’ mental health has been in steep decline since 2012, the first year that the majority 

of Americans owned smartphones. In 2021, a series of articles in The Wall Street Journal exposed that 

Instagram fueled body image issues and suicidal ideation and that Facebook, despite knowing this, failed to do 

anything about it. That same year, a Congressional hearing featuring Facebook whistleblower Francis 

Haugen focused on these harms. In another congressional hearing last week called “Big Tech and the Child 

Sexual Exploitation Crisis,” lawmakers pulled no punches. “You have blood on your hands,” Senator Lindsay 

Graham (R-SC) said to the social media CEOs present at the hearing. And, at a post-hearing event at the 

Heritage Foundation, Senator Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) observed:  

For years, big tech companies have made empty promises about how they are going to address this rampant 

abuse, this malicious content, and the criminal activity that is on their platforms. What we have found out is, 

Big Tech is incapable of policing themselves. They’re incapable of putting together best practices, and they’re 

incapable of implementing that. They would rather go make money. Various members of the senate judiciary 

committee have introduced a number of bipartisan bills, each aimed at instituting a duty of care for social media 

companies to prevent and mitigate harms to minors. These bills would allow users to opt out of platforms’ 

algorithms and would require mandatory third-party annual audits to ensure that the platforms are carrying out 

these duties.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/22/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About Sin. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    2/22/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

On this two-day broadcast, Pastor Josh and Katie Walters recount their experiences with infidelity and the 

healing process in their marriage. Tune in to their inspiring story, where they share their S.T.A.Y. acronym, 

offering invaluable guidance for couples navigating similar challenges in their own relationships. Witness how 

the Walters’ crafted a shared vision for their relationship and future, demonstrating the transformative power of 

resilience and commitment. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30406005/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30406005/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-knows-instagram-is-toxic-for-teen-girls-company-documents-show-11631620739
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCy4V2iMP6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCy4V2iMP6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLwzDOHXG_A
https://www.youtube.com/live/ml73VhLVo18?si=A9kZlgMSlyXljt0X&t=4910
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   2/22/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Judge Scott McAfee will soon hear the final arguments in Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis’ trial. 

Will DA Willis’ alleged improper relationship with Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade and alleged misuse of 

federal funds disqualify her from trying her case against former President Donald Trump? The Sekulow team 

discusses the potential fallout of the Georgia judge’s decision, Trump’s request for a delay in paying his 

outrageous $355 million fine, President Biden’s possible executive action to restrict asylum at the southern 

border, a major ACLJ victory – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Christian Living   2/22/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

According to Dr. Kenneth Cooper, many physical ailments that accompany old age can be avoided by 

maintaining a healthy lifestyle. On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson and Dr. Cooper, 

the “father of aerobics," break down three factors that speed up the aging process, and discuss the lasting impact 

of a wholesome diet along with exercise. The Apostle Paul says in 1 Corinthians 6 that your body is the temple 

of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, honor God with your body. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Election Reform    2/22/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Listeners shared their opinions on how changes need to be made prior to the 2024 elections. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/22/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - Do we wait for God to bring us a spouse or do we actively seek one 

out? Or is there an entirely different perspective? 

                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/23/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About Salvation (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    2/23/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

On this two-day broadcast, Pastor Josh and Katie Walters recount their experiences with infidelity and the 

healing process in their marriage. Tune in to their inspiring story, where they share their S.T.A.Y. acronym, 

offering invaluable guidance for couples navigating similar challenges in their own relationships. Witness how 

the Walters’ crafted a shared vision for their relationship and future, demonstrating the transformative power of 

resilience and commitment. (Part 2). 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   2/23/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

An investigator for President Trump has provided incriminating evidence (cellphone records) that counters the 

testimony of Fulton County DA Fani Willis regarding the timeline of her relationship with Special Prosecutor 

Nathan Wade. How will this bombshell affect the outcome of DA Willis' trial? Will she be disqualified from 

trying the case against Trump for election interference? The Sekulow team discusses the possibility of "perjury" 

in the Georgia case, the upcoming South Carolina primary, former U.S. Rep. Tulsi Gabbard's speech at CPAC – 

and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Christian Living   2/23/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson concludes his insightful discussion with Dr. 

Kenneth Cooper, best-selling author of 19 health books. Dr. Cooper, who is also referred to as the "father of 

aerobics," offers practical counsel on the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Learn how you can 

empower your body to fight against dangerous free radicals, and give yourself a fighting chance to avoid up to 

51 different diseases. Listen as Dr. Cooper explains how to have a more balanced, fulfilling and vibrant 

lifestyle. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Personal Finance   2/23/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Cesar Lauper discussed preparing for the future financially. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Worldview   2/23/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

In sci-fi and horror movies, the “mad scientist” rarely begins as a villain. From Dr. Frankenstein 

to Spiderman’s Doc Ock, they are often the victims of a combination of good intentions, unstoppable curiosity, 

and more than a little hubris. Their plight is as familiar in real life as on screen, most recently with artificial 

intelligence. Ray Kurzweil is a scientist and futurist who for years now has predicted potential advancements in 

higher tech, as not just a helpful set of tools for humans to use but also as essential to post-human evolution. By 

hitching our humanity to artificial intelligence, what he calls “the Singularity,” Kurzweil prophesies a new age:  

And this Singularity isn’t far off. I set the date for the Singularity—representing a profound and disruptive 

transformation in human capability—as 2045. The nonbiological intelligence created in that year will be one 

billion times more powerful than all human intelligence today. Kurzweil sees the Singularity as more than a 

possibility. He thinks it is a near-absolute inevitability that human intelligence will be equaled, surpassed, and 

eventually merged with our computerized tools. Though many predictions about AI are still more science-

fiction than fact, it is advancing faster than many expected. For years, Oxford mathematician and devout 

Christian John Lennox has warned of some of AI’s more negative implications. In his book 2084: Artificial 

Intelligence and the Future of Humanity, Lennox challenged more utopian predictions about AI and highlighted 

its limits. “A neural network,” wrote Lennox, “can pick out a cat on a YouTube video, but it has no concept of 

what a cat is.” Here, Lennox is pointing to a profound limitation of materialism. In fact, only those wedded to 

the idea that the human mind is merely an organic machine can think that a smart computer is, in any real sense, 

“alive.” However, potentials are not actuals, and history is full of the unintended applications and consequences 

of human technologies. The only way forward in these possible futures is with a clear-eyed perspective on 

human exceptionalism and human fallenness. We must know the implications of both being created in the 

image of God and being an heir of Adam’s sin. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Abortion   2/24/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss post Roe Abortion, and Can Conservative 

Politicians Save America?  It appears that Trump would support a 16-week abortion ban.  Is that enough  to 

 hang on to 100% of the Pro-Life vote?  Is it too weak? Will independent or undecided  voters think it is too 

restrictive?  Also, what if God's plan for the Church in America doesn't hinge on Donald Trump?  Will anyone 

in the Church embrace that?  Have so-called Evangelical Conservative/Republican voters been a good 

representation of Christ and the Gospel? 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 8           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/26/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About Salvation (Part 2). 
                

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Singularity-Near-Humans-Transcend-Biology/dp/0670033847
https://colsoncenter.christianbook.com/2084-artificial-intelligence-future-humanity-question/john-lennox/9780310109563/pd/010956X?event=ESRCG
https://colsoncenter.christianbook.com/2084-artificial-intelligence-future-humanity-question/john-lennox/9780310109563/pd/010956X?event=ESRCG
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living/Personal Finance 2/26/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Did you know that God uses ordinary people like you to do extraordinary things? Pastor Jeff Simmons shares 

insights into living a fulfilling and joyful life by embracing God’s call in your life. He’ll encourage you to 

invest your time and money wisely, with your focus on God and others instead of yourself. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Economy/  2/26/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Border Security/Immigration 

 

President Donald Trump has appealed the outrageous ruling in his New York civil fraud case. He had asked the 

judge for a delay in paying the $355 million fine but was denied; the state’s appeals court will now determine 

the President’s fate. Meanwhile, New York City’s economy is taking a hit from the boycott by Truckers for 

Trump. The Sekulow team discusses President Trump’s legal woes, the GOP primary results between former 

Governor Nikki Haley and President Trump, the ACLJ’s case at the U.S. Supreme Court to preserve election 

integrity, the tragic death of the Georgia college student, President Biden’s plan to visit the southern border – 

and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage/Divorce   2/26/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Divorce is a painful and discouraging end to nearly half of all marriages, but what if there were warning signs 

and techniques that could help couples avoid this heartache? On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. 

James Dobson discusses these crucial details with Dr. Scott Stanley and the late Dr. Gary Smalley. Tune in and 

take advantage of their years of research. These pearls of wisdom could very well save your marriage. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Tech Censorship   2/26/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Neil talked about censorship on social media by big tech. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abuse     2/26/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - I reported my friend because of the way they treat their 

granddaughter. I don’t know if I did the right thing. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/27/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About the Church (Part 1). 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage/Family/Parenting  2/27/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Remarriage and stepfamily life is often fraught with more challenges than anyone can foresee. Sabrina & 

Robbie McDonald remarried after the deaths of their previous spouses and assumed they would have an ideal 

stepfamily. But even their wedding was difficult, because so many people were grieving over that previous loss. 

Sabrina described her courtship to Robbie and getting approval from her former mother-in-law. Then she 

described the early conflict Robbie had with Sabrina’s son, Benjamin, who was struggling with the idea of 

having a stranger give him discipline. Sabrina concluded by explaining why stepfamilies need to be a 

“sanctuary for sadness.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/27/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The saga continues for Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis and Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade. The 

judge in the case has ordered that Wade’s divorce attorney, Terrence Bradley, testify about the couple’s 

relationship. Will the testimony impact the judge’s decision on whether DA Willis will be disqualified from her 

case against President Donald Trump for alleged 2020 election interference? The Sekulow team discusses the 

disqualification hearing in Georgia, the ACLJ’s battle at the U.S. Supreme Court to preserve voting rights, 

President Biden’s foreign policy – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/27/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Conflict is an uncomfortable but inevitable part of every relationship. How you and your spouse handle conflict 

will determine the quality of your marriage. Today on Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson continues his discussion 

with marital experts, Dr. Scott Stanley and the late Dr. Gary Smalley. James 3:6 says, “The tongue also is a fire, 

a world of evil among the parts of the body. It corrupts the whole body, sets the whole course of one’s life on 

fire, and is itself set on fire by hell.” Discover healthier ways to communicate and foster good will with your 

spouse instead of tearing each other down. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Pornography    2/27/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about the dangers of porn and how it affects relationships. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Marriage  2/27/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Fewer people today are raising children. The verb “raise” is apt, despite the longstanding insistence from style 

guides that the correct verb is to “rear.” If the number of children born each year does not equal or exceed the 

number of people who die, the population will age and shrink. This is the current situation across the developed 

world.  A major factor behind this predicament is that we’ve largely forgotten how to speak of shared 

responsibility today. Our choices, especially when it comes to sexuality and relationships, are seen in hyper-

individualistic terms. We hardly ask how my choices will affect my neighbors, born and unborn, or society in 

the decades to come. Instead, we ask will this choice fulfill me? Will it make me happy? Will it serve my goals 

and dreams as an individual? Increasingly, marriage and childbearing are evaluated through this individualist 

lens. The conclusion is that a family will not fulfill them, nor make them happy, nor serve their goals and 

dreams as individuals.  In a recent article for Law and Liberty, Elizabeth Grace Matthew argued that secular 

writers have missed something in their cost-benefit analysis. Children, she argued, have value that transcends 

individual goals and dreams. They aren’t mere accessories of our self-expression. They are gifts to society who 

represent “a disposition of generosity toward God and His world.” Children challenge the secular, hyper-

individualist worldview to its core. They present an immediate, shared responsibility that directs us beyond 

material gain and personal fulfillment to higher ideals. Simply put, more people must and should marry and 

have children if society is to survive. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/28/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About the Church (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage/Family/Parenting  2/28/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Remarriage often requires many adjustments, like learning new love languages and dealing with the grief of 

your spouse’s previous marriage. Sabrina described how stepfamilies are made up of strangers who somehow 

have learn to live together. She shared a poignant story about her son, Ben, asking who she loved more — Ben 

or her new husband, Robbie. Stepparents often struggle to find their place in a stepfamily; Sabrina recommends 

stepparents focus on pleasing God more than anyone else, and she shared her best & worst experiences as a 

stepmom. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/09/18/opinion/human-population-global-growth.html?fbclid=IwAR3ZV455LNgO5322U3r-Cr5SSovBMycvmA5kY02Ly22M2G3-t47vF3j3iIU
https://www.cjr.org/language_corner/raising-rearing-kids.php#:~:text=(It%20can%20be%20plural%2C%20depending,%3B%20children%20are%20%E2%80%9Creared.%E2%80%9D
https://www.cjr.org/language_corner/raising-rearing-kids.php#:~:text=(It%20can%20be%20plural%2C%20depending,%3B%20children%20are%20%E2%80%9Creared.%E2%80%9D
https://lawliberty.org/why-modern-motherhood-needs-religion/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Broder Security/ 2/28/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Immigration 

 

Hunter Biden is testifying under oath today for the House Oversight Committee about his overseas business 

dealings (e.g., the Ukraine bribery scandal) and whether President Joe Biden was involved. Hunter also 

slammed House Republicans for the probe into his family and the impeachment hearings for his father. 

The Sekulow team discusses the Hunter Biden scandal and the deposition’s potential fallout for President Biden, 

the ACLJ’s victory in Nevada, the ongoing border crisis and possible impeachment trial for DHS Secretary 

Alejandro Mayorkas, President Trump’s primary victory in Michigan against former Governor Nikki Haley – 

and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    2/28/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

All marriages go through periods of discord, where it feels like all you do is argue. Couples must, however, 

remain faithful to their vows and fight for their relationship instead of waging war against it. On this classic 

Family Talk broadcast, Dr. James Dobson, along with Drs. Scott Stanley and Gary Smalley, answer questions 

from the audience about marital issues. As you listen to their heartfelt discussion, you may find the answers you 

have been longing for. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Freedom of Speech   2/28/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil and listeners talked about the right to free speech and what that means for believers in public. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    2/28/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

A decision by the Supreme Court of Alabama, that the state’s Wrongful Death of a Minor Act applies to “all 

unborn children, regardless of their location” including “extrauterine” embryos stored in a “cryogenic nursery,” 

has resulted in at least three fertility clinics suspending in vitro fertilization (IVF) services. In an interview 

on The Daily podcast, New York Times reporter Azeen Ghorayshi claimed that the decision “puts all fertility 

care in Alabama in limbo.” It sets a huge and quite scary precedent for anyone who is undergoing IVF, anyone 

who works in the fertility industry in Alabama who is working with these embryos that are suddenly considered 

children. That panic, which has been typical of the media coverage about the decision, makes sense given that 

the court finally addressed the central question of IVF, a question that the IVF industry has largely depended 

upon not being answered in order to grow and expand. Specifically, the court’s decision has only put a certain 

kind of fertility care “in limbo”: fertility care that involves the creating, storing, preserving, and destroying of 

human embryos. Asking the question “what are they?” was long overdue, given that approximately 1.5 million 

embryos left over from IVF services are currently stored in freezers in the United States, the vast majority of 

which are destined for either destruction or donation for medical testing.  Their ruling creates (or reveals?) a 

legal contradiction similar to that which exists in states with both abortion “rights” and double homicide laws. If 

a pregnant woman and her preborn baby are killed, the perpetrator can be charged with two counts of homicide. 

Yet, if that same woman escaped an assault and drove to an abortion clinic the same day, there would be no 

charge of homicide, legally speaking.  In the Alabama case, the court established that the moral nature of an 

embryo gives it the same legal protections as a born human under the state’s “wrongful death” statute. Why, 

then, should the same embryos not be afforded protection from imprisonment, trafficking, experimentation, and 

eventual destruction? So, while this decision can be rightly seen as an incremental step toward the protection of 

preborn lives created via IVF, the embryos in this case were already being treated in precisely the way the 

plaintiffs accused others. Eventually, this legal inconsistency must be rectified. The best outcome is if this 

decision is a first step in reigning in the IVF process, so that one day “extrauterine” children will no longer be 

treated as commodities.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     2/29/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About the End Times (Part 1). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    2/29/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Speaking to an enthusiastic crowd of two-thousand women, J. John uses his trademark humor and compelling 

stories to convey four traits that God sees in each of us: We are lovable, we are valuable, we are forgiven, and 

we are capable. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/university-alabama-pauses-ivf-services-court-rules-embryos-are-childre-rcna139846
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/university-alabama-pauses-ivf-services-court-rules-embryos-are-childre-rcna139846
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/02/26/podcasts/the-daily/alabama-embryo-ivf.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0015028222000012
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0015028222000012
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 2/29/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

BREAKING: Special Counsel Jack Smith’s indictment against President Donald Trump for federal election 

interference will now go to the U.S. Supreme Court, as the Justices have agreed to hear the President’s 

immunity case. Oral arguments will begin in late April, and the Justices will likely rule in June – just in time for 

the 2024 presidential election against President Joe Biden. The Sekulow team discusses Trump’s case at 

SCOTUS, the ACLJ’s case at the Supreme Court to preserve voting rights, Trump being removed from the 

Illinois primary ballot – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Unemployment    2/29/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about continued staffing issues around the country even in the midst of reported low unemployment. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     3/1/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Dr. Jeffress discusses what every Christian Should Know About the End Times (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Parenting/Family/Christian Living 3/1/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Parenting can be an exciting, awesome, God-given responsibility — but it can also be a tough struggle that 

moms and dad are simply trying to get through. Monica Swanson wants to remind parents that it’s possible to 

“raise amazing” kids IF you rely on God’s strength instead of your own. And you need to be intentional about 

instilling godly character traits into their lives. Monica refers to “parentamorphosis” — the reality that our 

children will ultimately become a lot like us, so modeling our values and faith daily is important. She also 

encourages parents to be mindful of the influences of friends — that we’re all the average of 5 people who 

influence us the most. Moms and dads cannot simply focus on behavioral modification but also need to focus 

more on a child’s heart. She also shares why allowing kids to suffer and learn through adversity will help them 

become stronger and healthier adults.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 3/1/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The closing arguments will take place today in the disqualification trial for Fulton County District Attorney 

Fani Willis. Will DA Willis’ improper relationship with Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade disqualify her from 

pursuing the case against President Donald Trump for 2020 election interference? Will the new evidence of the 

cellphone records for Willis and Wade open them up to a perjury charge? Also, the New York Times found text 

messages by Terrence Bradley that show he willingly helped  Trump’s defense attorneys, which contradicts his 

testimony on the witness stand. The Sekulow team discusses the judge’s forthcoming decision in Georgia, an 

update on the ACLJ’s FBI whistleblower case, and the ongoing ACLJ case at the U.S. Supreme Court to 

preserve voting rights. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Personal Finance   3/1/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Donna Lewczuk discussed preparing for the current home buyer’s market. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    3/1/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

In a recent interview with Shane Morris on the Colson Center’s Upstream podcast, pro-life apologist Scott 

Klusendorf said something difficult out loud:   

Every time this has been put to the public for a vote since the casting down of Roe, we have lost. And we’ve lost 

not only in blue states like Michigan. We have lost in red states like Ohio, Montana, Kentucky. And these are 

indicators that there’s something not right in the worldview structures that we had assumed all along were in 

our favor, and they’re not. And that changes what our job description looks like post-Roe.  

According to Klusendorf, the problem isn’t that most Americans have heard the case for life and rejected it. 

Rather, they’ve simply never heard the case clearly articulated and been forced to reckon with it. Now that the 

Supreme Court has put this issue of abortion back to the states, it is more urgent than ever that we are able to 

argue persuasively for the rights of the unborn at the street level, or as Chuck Colson used to say, “Over the 

backyard fence around the barbeque grill.”  Apparently, Americans are either unconvinced about or distracted 

from the most important question in the abortion debate: Who are the preborn? Fifteen years ago, Klusendorf 

wrote The Case for Life, a book that answered that question and has been invaluable to pro-lifers in simplifying 

the argument for all of us. Now that the depth of pro-abortion assumptions in our culture has become obvious, 

he’s updated and massively expanded The Case for Life. It’s a must-read for anyone who wants to defend 

preborn lives.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Border Security  3/2/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

Immigration 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss Laken Riley's murder, the 22 year-old Georgia 

nursing student. Laken and her parents are a Christian family, active members of their church, and describe her 

"love for the Lord." She was brutally murdered by Jose Antonio Ibarra, an illegal alien caught and released by 

the Biden Administration, arrested and released 3 times before committing this murder. AP report on this 

murder omitted that he was a released illegal alien, but merely an "Athens (Georgia) resident", then proceeded 

to make the story about the dangers of "jogging alone.” In 3 years, Biden's own numbers show 7.2 million 

illegals caught & released, plus 1.8 million "known getaways" = 9 million. Add to that at least 1 million 

unknown illegals, and that's 10 million illegals in 3 years, a number larger than the entire population of NYC, or 

of 38 states. Trump says this is an "invasion,” and vowed "the largest deportation effort in U.S. history" if 

elected. The true human cost of Biden's open borders....all for the sake of more Democrat U.S. House seats and 

Electoral College votes.   
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 9           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

 

 

 

https://www.colsoncenter.org/upstream/how-pro-life-can-win-scott-klusendorf/?__hstc=183792825.e49895d0aed88188e4d721e07c3ff55a.1709138502912.1709217422899.1709574587012.3&__hssc=183792825.3.1709574587012&__hsfp=3297838879
https://colsoncenter.christianbook.com/case-life-equipping-christians-engage-culture/scott-klusendorf/9781433580673/pd/580673?event=ESRCG
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/4/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Pastor Kevin A. Thompson explores three primary roles in marriage – friend, partner, and lover – and explains 

how spouses can live out those roles optimally by investing in their relationship mentally, emotionally, and 

physically. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 3/4/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

LIVE ANALYSIS: The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously decided 9-0 that President Donald Trump will remain 

on the ballot – a victory for the ACLJ and election integrity. The ACLJ represented the Colorado GOP at the 

U.S. Supreme Court after the Colorado Supreme Court ruled that the 14th Amendment's insurrection clause 

gave the state the authority to remove the former President from the Colorado ballot. The Sekulow team 

discusses the SCOTUS decision to preserve your right to vote for the candidate of your choice, how this 

massive Supreme Court opinion affects the 2024 presidential election – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Christian Worldview/ 3/4/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

Missions 

 

Hebrews 11:1 says, “Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see.” 

Today on Family Talk, Gary Bauer talks with Sarah Vienna, singer/songwriter, and the co-founder and CEO of 

Firm Foundations Romania. Sarah shares about the leap of faith she took over 20 years ago and how God turned 

her faith and passion to share the love of Jesus Christ into a global ministry. She seeks to support and educate 

the beautiful children and people of Brasov, Romania. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Pornography    3/4/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Sam Black – author of “The Healing Church” discussed porn addiction and the freedom found in Christ. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Family/Parenting/ 3/4/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

LGBTQ/Health 

 

Several years ago, 16-year-old Yaeli Martinez was removed from her home by the state of California after her 

mother wouldn’t affirm that she was a boy. Struggling with depression and mental illness, Yaeli was 

encouraged by the state to socially transition and receive testosterone. Her mother was forbidden to talk about 

faith or her daughter’s gender confusion when visiting her. Despite the state’s “affirmation,” Yaeli tragically 

ended her own life at age 19.  Lest we are tempted to think this kind of state overreach into families is limited to 

the Left Coast, a 14-year-old Montana girl was recently removed from her home on charges of neglect. When 

the parents defied the courts and publicly spoke out, they were charged with contempt. Though the state 

dropped the charge, the child has been relocated to her non-custodial parent in Canada. And the other week, a 

story broke about a situation in Indiana, which is just now reaching the public’s attention due to the child’s age 

and because the parents are asking the United States Supreme Court to hold state officials accountable. In 2019, 

the son of Mary and Jeremy Cox announced he was a girl. As loving Christian parents, they worked to get him 

the therapy he needed to deal with any underlying, contributing issues, including an eating disorder, without 

affirming his gender dysphoria. State officials, after learning that the Coxes would not use their son’s “preferred 

pronouns,” removed him from their care. Even more galling is that the Indiana Department of Child 

Services initially claimed that the parents had not sought treatment for the eating disorder and were guilty of 

neglect and abuse. Despite these accusations, the government did not think it necessary to remove the other 

children. Eventually, the state admitted the allegations were false. However, the damage was done, and their 

child was not returned. Mr. and Mrs. Cox have been forced to take their state to court. So far, the Indiana 

Appeals Court and the Indiana Supreme Court have rejected their appeals. Now, they are waiting to learn if the 

U.S. Supreme Court will hear their case. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    3/4/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - Is it important to be legally married if we’re already married in the 

eyes of God? 

                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    3/5/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dr. Tony Evans will challenge you to be disciplined in your daily walk and grow as a kingdom citizen to reach 

a lost culture with the ultimate hope. He’ll caution you about the world’s enticing traps of money, possessions, 

and cultural acceptance as he encourages a much better alternative - abiding in Christ. (Part I of II) 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://breakpoint.org/how-the-church-and-the-state-failed-abigail-martinez/
https://dailymontanan.com/2024/02/22/contempt-charges-case-dismissed-against-glasgow-couple/
https://dailymontanan.com/2024/02/22/contempt-charges-case-dismissed-against-glasgow-couple/
https://www.becketlaw.org/media/parents-turn-to-supreme-court-for-justice-after-child-is-removed-by-state/
https://wng.org/opinions/parents-you-have-been-warned-1698056879
https://wng.org/opinions/parents-you-have-been-warned-1698056879
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform/ 3/5/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Tech Censorship 

 

A massive social media outage (involving Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Threads) just transpired on 

Super Tuesday – is this a cyber-attack or even an attempt at election interference? Also, the far Left is having an 

epic meltdown over the U.S. Supreme Court's decision to keep President Donald Trump on the ballot. Many are 

accusing the SCOTUS Justices of being politicized for rejecting the argument that a state can use the 14th 

Amendment's insurrection clause to disqualify a presidential candidate. The Sekulow team discusses the Left's 

attacks on the Supreme Court, the ACLJ's defense of FBI whistleblowers, the Super Tuesday primary election 

between President Trump and former Governor Nikki Haley – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Tech Censorship 3/5/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews Donna Rice Hughes and discusses the early 

years of her life that culminated in betrayal and sexual exploitation. Donna proudly shares how God used those 

events to get her attention and reverse the trajectory of her life. Hear Donna’s journey back to redemption, and 

all that she is doing as CEO of Enough is Enough, an organization dedicated to making the Internet safer for 

everyone. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Election Reform    3/5/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the 2020 election and paralleled it to what we could see in 2024. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Abuse/Government/Politics 3/5/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Last month, in the Journal of American Medicine, the medical director of Planned Parenthood Montana claimed 

that 64,565 babies had likely been conceived in rape in the 14 states where abortion is restricted since the 

Supreme Court’s Dobbs decision. The claim was put forth as the results of a formal study, though the authors 

admit that “no reliable state-level data … are available,” and their numbers were “estimated.” Unsurprisingly, 

media outlets quickly reported on the study as if it were evidence of a national emergency … a 

particular kind of national emergency. Without exception, every major news outlet framed this story as not 

about rampant sexual crime, but about abortion access. For example, CNN announced: “Tens of thousands of 

pregnancies have resulted from rape in states where abortion is not a legal option, researchers estimate.” Theirs 

is a disturbing angle to take on this story, if the numbers are accurate.  The authors of the study estimated that 

12.4% of rapes result in pregnancy. If accurate, that means around 520,000 women were raped in just 14 states 

over a period of just 18 months. That is almost five times the number the FBI estimated for the entire 

nation during 2022, a number that appeared to be trending downward from 2021. More troubling, however, is 

how exaggerated these numbers are. Michael New, a senior associate scholar at the Charlotte Lozier 

Institute, called the study “one of the worst and most misleading pieces of advocacy research that I have ever 

encountered.” In addition to suggesting that an astronomical number of rapes occurred in certain states, the 

piece used inflated estimates of rape-related pregnancies. Other medical research suggests that pregnancy 

occurs after only about 5% of rapes, not 12.4%. It’s far more likely that if there is a line from legal abortion to 

rape, it runs in a different direction. Fifty years of legal abortion-on-demand has been among the most 

significant factors that have enabled the myth that sex is a casual, physical act with no moral, spiritual, or 

emotional implications. Roe enabled both men and women, but especially men, to abdicate personal 

responsibility for any children they create. Also, the normalization of so-called “casual sex” made forced sex 

harder to define and easier to deny. Abortion-on-demand doesn’t help victims of rape. Rather, it emboldens and 

enables perpetrators.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    3/6/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dr. Tony Evans will challenge you to be disciplined in your daily walk and grow as a kingdom citizen to reach 

a lost culture with the ultimate hope. He’ll caution you about the world’s enticing traps of money, possessions, 

and cultural acceptance as he encourages a much better alternative - abiding in Christ. (Part II of II) 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2814274?guestAccessKey=e429b9a8-72ac-42ed-8dbc-599b0f509890&utm_source=For_The_Media&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ftm_links&utm_content=tfl&utm_term=012424
https://www.cnn.com/2024/01/24/health/rape-pregnancy-abortion/index.html
https://www.fbi.gov/news/press-releases/fbi-releases-2022-crime-in-the-nation-statistics
https://cde.ucr.cjis.gov/LATEST/webapp/#/pages/explorer/crime/crime-trend
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/no-64000-children-have-not-been-conceived-in-rape-in-states-with-pro-life-laws/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8765248/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform/ 3/6/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

A new witness, Cindi Lee Yeager, has emerged in Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis’ disqualification 

case. The witness’ proposed testimony shows that Willis may have engaged in obstruction of justice. The 

witness can corroborate Terrence Bradley’s testimony that DA Willis’ alleged improper relationship with 

Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade began before 2022. This would contradict the timeline given by Willis. Also, 

will the Georgia judge allow this testimony before deciding whether Willis will be removed from her case 

against President Donald Trump for 2020 election interference? The Sekulow team discusses the Willis hearing, 

President Trump’s big night on Super Tuesday, former Governor Nikki Haley suspending her campaign, the 

latest polls for President Joe Biden and tomorrow’s State of the Union address, the ACLJ’s ongoing case in 

Nevada – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Tech Censorship/ 3/6/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

Pornography/Bullying 

 

In Paul’s letter to the Corinthians, he commands them to flee from sexual immorality. Similarly, young people 

today must heed this warning in order to avoid the evils that exist online. On this edition of Family Talk, Dr. 

James Dobson welcomes back to the studio, Donna Rice Hughes, CEO of Enough is Enough. Donna shares her 

organization’s latest achievements in making the Internet safer, and their continued fight against pornography 

and cyberbullying. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/6/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil spoke with Gary Stith of Eastern Hills in regard to a community wide hymn sing. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/7/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Leslie and her husband Duncan have raised six kids on two remote islands in Alaska. She shares her journey 

from perfect mother to fishing-crew mother, to embattled mother, to happy “good-enough” mother who 

discovers the power of true love. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Immigration/ 3/7/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Border Security/Freedom of Speech 

 

President Joe Biden will deliver his State of the Union address tonight to convince American voters that he 

should be reelected in his upcoming campaign for the 2024 presidential election against President Donald 

Trump (who just said he would debate Biden "anytime, anywhere, anyplace"). Will he blame the Republicans in 

Congress for any perceived failures? And are Democrats scared about a poor showing? The Sekulow team 

discusses President Biden's likely talking points to explain the weak economy, inflation, the southern border 

crisis and illegal immigration, international policy (e.g., Putin) – and much more. We also discuss new 

developments in recent ACLJ cases for religious liberty and free speech. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Health    3/7/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

More than 50 years ago, the United States Supreme Court infamously legalized the murderous practice of 

abortion. On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews pro-life advocate, Dr. 

William Lile. He shares his passion for defending the pre-born, as well as his research that will leave you 

wondering how anyone could believe that the unborn are not human beings. Tune in and learn of the science 

that points to life at conception. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Missions    3/7/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Dream Haiti discussed their vision of seeing the Haitian Children grow up educated and in the knowledge of 

Jesus. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Family/Parenting/ 3/7/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

LGBTQ 

 

On March 8, International Women’s Day, a referendum will be held on whether to erase the word “mother” 

from the Irish constitution. As originally written, the Irish constitution included provisions to protect traditional 

roles for women, particularly their role within the home. Now, some think that to better reflect current 

sensibilities, the constitution should read “the provision of care, by members of a family to one another by 

reason of the bonds that exist among them.” No reference to mothers or to women. The change might seem 

small, but it would put Ireland in the position of attempting to be the first nation in history to eliminate from its 

governing language words that describe objective realities about people. After all, “people” are, in reality, a 

boy, a girl, a man, a woman, a husband, a wife, a mother, or a father. To either redefine or eliminate this 

linguistic precision makes no real sense, outside of an imposition of radical gender ideology that seeks to 

eliminate certain ideas by eliminating words while also implementing other ideas through new words. On the 

chopping block in this referendum is not only the support for stay-at-home moms and the recognition of the role 

of women as caregivers, but also the natural family itself. Another proposed change is to remove reference to 

marriage as the foundation of the family and the family as the foundation of society. This would enable another 

change proposed for an earlier section, to state that family is founded either “on marriage or on other durable 

relationships” (emphasis added). To be clear, these changes are as ideological as they are linguistic, an 

inevitable part of an ongoing frontal assault upon Ireland’s historical Christian foundations. They track with 

larger trends sweeping through the Western world. Historically, some of these changes go back as far as the 

Industrial Revolution, when factories replaced households as the fundamental unit of production, and husbands 

and wives left their homes to work in factories. Unfortunately, these intentions have proven to be insufficient. 

Economic pressures and elevated financial expectations have made two-income households the norm in the 

Western world. Radical strains of feminism and other related ideologies constantly deny the differences 

between men and women in the workforce and in family life, while constantly portraying traditional family life 

as oppressive to women.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting/Marriage  3/8/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Joy is a necessary ingredient for healthy relationships. On this one-day Focus on the Family broadcast, Chris 

Coursey helps you better understand the role of joy in your marriage, your parenting, and your friendships. 

He’ll explore the joy center in your brain, so you can know how it works and how to keep it from turning off. 

As joy overflows into your relationships, you’ll be able to connect with others in healthy, thriving ways. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Immigration/ 3/8/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Border Security  

 

President Biden’s 2024 State of the Union address featured a shocking moment when he threatened the U.S. 

Supreme Court Justices for upholding the Constitution in overturning Roe v. Wade. He then promised to make 

it “the law of the land” once again. The SOTU address then turned into Biden’s campaign speech as he focused 

on his agenda, including illegal immigration reform, the economy and inflation, international policy (Putin), a 

controversial plan to send the U.S. Navy to build a pier in Gaza (supposedly without troops on the ground) – 

and much more. The Sekulow team discusses President Biden’s speech and the reaction of the mainstream 

media. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Health    3/8/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Many women don’t realize the permanent physical, emotional, and spiritual scars that abortion can leave. That 

is why anytime a mom chooses life for her child, it’s a miracle that should be celebrated! On today’s edition of 

Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson welcomes back pro-life advocate, Dr. William Lile, to conclude their 

fascinating discussion. Dr. Lile shares tender stories of women who successfully reversed their abortions 

through revolutionary medical intervention. Discover hope that may exist if women suddenly have a change of 

heart and want to keep their babies! 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Economy/Unemployment  3/8/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the state of the economy and the effects on unemployment. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/LGBTQ    3/8/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Earlier this week, internal files leaked from the World Professional Association of Transgender Health 

(WPATH), the leading medical association pushing for the chemical and surgical “gender transition” of minors, 

were made public by journalist and thought leader Michael Shellenberger. For years, clinical, political, and pop 

culture activists have cited WPATH to claim that the science is “settled” on “gender-affirming care,” and that 

social, chemical, and surgical “transition” interventions are safe, reversible, and life-saving. WPATH leaders 

even claimed that young children and minors with autism can meaningfully consent to such “care.”     

The leaked “WPATH Files,” however, reveal a different, more damning story. Far from being settled science, 

“transitioning” can lead to painful complications, regret, and even life-threatening conditions such as cancer, 

especially for vulnerable populations. Even more, the leaked files revealed that WPATH personnel knew this 

and yet continued to actively mislead patients and the public.    
                

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/shellenberger
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56a45d683b0be33df885def6/t/65e6d9bea9969715fba29e6f/1709627904275/U_WPATH+Report+and+Files.pdf
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics   3/9/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss the results of Super Tuesday 2024 and what's next, 

and they discuss the 9-0 SCOTUS ruling that keeps Trump on the ballot in 2024. 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 10           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/11/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Karis Kimmel Murray offers parents advice for effectively handling their kids' misbehavior in a discussion 

based on her book, Grace Based Discipline: How to Be at Your Best When Your Kids Are at Their Worst. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/War/  3/11/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Abortion 

  

President Joe Biden’s hot mic moment (saying that he would have a “come to Jesus” meeting with Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu) after the State of the Union address has led to the White House drawing a 

dangerous “red line” with Israel. As a result, Biden had to clarify confusing comments about the Iron Dome, 

which is very concerning. Netanyahu is adamant that the Biden Administration’s foreign policy decisions will 

only further endanger Israel’s war against Hamas. The Sekulow team discusses the need to support Israel, the 

likelihood of increased turmoil in the Middle East if the U.S. military builds a floating pier for humanitarian aid 

to the Gaza Strip, the President’s plan to make Roe “the law of the land again” – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/11/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Twin brothers David and Jason Benham are former professional baseball players, as well as nationally 

acclaimed entrepreneurs, and best-selling authors. Their rise to prominence came with their first company, 

which grew to 100 offices in 35 states, and catapulted them onto the national stage. David and Jason’s success 

eventually landed them a reality show with HGTV in 2014 that was soon canceled when activist groups 

pressured the network to fire them because of their commitment to biblical values. Appearing on numerous 

media outlets, the brothers encouraged people to stand for what they believe, whatever the cost. Since that time, 

they have started many businesses and launched an online coaching series called “Expert Ownership.” David 

and Jason reside in Charlotte, North Carolina, with their families. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Personal Finance   3/11/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Katie Weibel discussed planning for the future and for retirement. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Christian Living   3/12/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Duck Dynasty’s Phil and Al Robertson lived portions of their lives in direct rebellion against God, until they 

were redeemed by the work of the Holy Spirit. They share their moving testimonies and the simple truth of the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ, which has led to an incredible family legacy. In this discussion with Jim Daly, you’ll be 

inspired by their story and emboldened to share your Christian faith. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   3/12/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

  

We have a NEW update on President Joe Biden’s classified documents investigation as Special Counsel Robert 

Hur is back in the spotlight. He is testifying today before the House Judiciary Committee – will he downplay 

the Biden Report’s finding on President Biden’s mental acuity? The Sekulow team addresses four key questions 

regarding Hur’s testimony, the likely response of Chairman Rep. Jim Jordan (OH-4) and other Members of 

Congress to the Biden Report, how Biden’s “red line” for Rafah puts him at odds with Israeli Prime Minister 

Benjamin Netanyahu – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/12/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson concludes his fascinating discussion with David and 

Jason Benham, entrepreneurs and authors of the book, Whatever the Cost. According to the brothers, Christians 

are called to demolish all that goes against God’s best, even in the face of bold persecution. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Freedom of Speech   3/12/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed constitutional rights and the need for free speech. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Christian Worldview  3/12/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

H.L. Mencken famously defined Puritanism as “[t]he haunting fear that someone, somewhere, may be happy.” 

However, judging by the mental and emotional condition of the children of secularism, it is not Christianity—

Puritan or otherwise—that is making people unhappy.  Never have so few Americans identified as Christians 

and attended church, yet many are quick to blame Christianity and its moral demands for the decline in joy. 

After all, the story goes, Christians are spoilsports, biblical morality deprives people of freedom and self-

expression, and much of the Church’s teaching is harmful or even abusive.  In contrast, secularism, with its so-

called sexual “liberation,” is sold with the promise of allowing people to be free and happy. Secular thinkers 

vowed to bring about human progress and flourishing. The twentieth century, however, proved that these 

thinkers could not deliver the goods. Their promises of civilizational progress, at least, had failed. In response, 

postmodern thinkers like Foucault and Derrida announced the death of secularism’s utopian dreams but held out 

hope that sexual liberation would, at least, make people happy. If the first couple decades of the twenty-first 

century are any indications, these promises were hollow, too. Last year, a Gallup poll found that just 41% of 

Generation Z feel as if they are thriving, compared with 60% of Millennials at the same age. Also, members of 

Gen Z are “far less likely to describe their mental health as ‘excellent’” than previous generations. Their 

struggle is not solely, or even primarily, about circumstances like economics. Rather, theirs is a deep-seated 

emotional, psychological, and spiritual brokenness.  Of course, there are other factors besides religious belief or 

the lack thereof that affect wellbeing. The rise of smartphones and social media has contributed to the erosion of 

happiness and mental health in the last decade. However, it should be noted that these are mediums for some of 

secularism’s most destructive ideas: hyper-individualism, gender identity, and pornography-inspired body 

image issues and sexual dysfunction, to name a few.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health     3/12/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - I have MS, and I take prescription medications for my pain. I 

wonder if what I’m doing is wrong and if I am failing to keep my promises to God. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     3/13/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Since the publication of his book, The Case for Christ, Lee Strobel has become a household name. When his 

wife, Leslie, came to faith in Christ. Lee set out to prove Christianity wrong. But the evidence he discovered did 

exactly the opposite. Dr. Robert Jeffress sits down with Lee Strobel for a special Q&A session. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/13/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Based on their book Marriage Triggers, Amber and Guy Lia discuss common, everyday things – from house 

cleaning and backseat driving to workaholism and lack of intimacy – which can provoke anger and tension in 

marriage. Our guests explain how couples can identify those 'triggers' and deal with them in a healthy way. Jim 

Daly's wife, Jean, joins the conversation. (Part 1 of 2) 
                

https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/14/health/gen-z-mental-health-gallup-wellness-cec/index.html#:~:text=Researchers%20say%20there's%20evidence%20Gen,as%20stress%2C%20anxiety%20and%20loneliness.
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform/ 3/13/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Tech Censorship 

  

BREAKING: Fulton County Judge Scott McAfee, the judge overseeing the disqualification hearing of District 

Attorney Fani Willis and Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade, dismissed six charges against former President 

Donald Trump in the Georgia election interference case (although several charges remain). A decision is 

expected this week in the DA Willis matter. The Sekulow team discusses the ongoing saga in Georgia, apparent 

opposition to certifying a Trump 2024 reelection, the House passing a bill banning TikTok, the ACLJ case in 

Nevada – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Homelessness/Addiction   3/13/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 John Cooper of the Niagara Gospel Mission discussed the correlation between addiction and homelessness. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     3/14/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Since the publication of his book, The Case for Christ, Lee Strobel has become a household name. When his 

wife, Leslie, came to faith in Christ. Lee set out to prove Christianity wrong. But the evidence he discovered did 

exactly the opposite. Dr. Robert Jeffress sits down with Lee Strobel for a special Q&A session. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/14/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Based on their book Marriage Triggers, Amber and Guy Lia discuss common, everyday things – from house 

cleaning and backseat driving to workaholism and lack of intimacy – which can provoke anger and tension in 

marriage. Our guests explain how couples can identify those 'triggers' and deal with them in a healthy way. Jim 

Daly's wife, Jean, joins the conversation. (Part 2 of 2) 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Border Security/ 3/14/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Tech Censorship 

  

District Attorney Fani Willis' disqualification hearing. Will she be removed from her Georgia election 

interference case against President Donald Trump? Also, Trump is at a Florida federal courthouse today 

regarding Special Counsel Jack Smith's indictment of the former President for mishandling classified 

documents at his Mar-a-Lago residence. Trump's legal team will ask the judge to dismiss the 40 counts based on 

the Presidential Records Act. The Sekulow team discusses the judge's possible ruling in DA Willis' 

disqualification hearing, Trump's classified documents case and the two-tiered system of justice with President 

Biden's similar case that was dropped, Trump's request for a delay in his New York criminal case, the latest 

news about the U.S. troops deployed to Gaza to build a floating pier, the House passing a bill that could ban 

TikTok, the southern border crisis – and much more. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Freedom of Religion  3/14/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Isaiah 6:8 says, “Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom shall I send? And who will go for us?’ And 

I said, ‘Here am I. Send me!’” On today’s edition of Family Talk, Roger Marsh interviews Jeremy Dys, senior 

counsel at First Liberty Institute. Learn how Jeremy, from as early as eighth grade, showed obvious skills that 

would lead him to become an attorney to defend religious freedom across the nation.  
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Tech Censorship   3/14/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Neil discussed ongoing issues with big tech censoring information. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family     3/14/24  8pm  30 minutes      The Grace Message w/ Dr. Andrew Farley 

 

Dr. Andrew Farley addresses the question - A family member says I hurt them, and they will no longer talk to 

me. But what they currently believe I did isn’t actually true. What should I do? 

                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/15/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

What we consume entertainment-wise shapes who we are and what we believe. On this one-day Focus on the 

Family broadcast, Adam Holz and Paul Asay from Focus on the Family’s Plugged In team equips you to guide 

your family to make healthy media choices. They explain what the Bible says about entertainment and how to 

engage with and teach your kids discernment when it comes to what they are watching and playing. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   3/15/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

  

BREAKING: Judge Scott McAfee issued his ruling in the disqualification hearing for Fulton County District 

Attorney Fani Willis: Either she and her office or Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade must step aside. Assuming 

DA Willis remains on as prosecutor, the case against President Donald Trump for Georgia election interference 

will continue. The Sekulow team discusses the judge's decision about the improper relationship and financial 

issues between DA Willis and Wade, Trump's classified documents case in Florida, a new ACLJ FOIA lawsuit 

over UNRWA funding – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Freedom of Religion  3/15/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Roger Marsh concludes his discussion with Jeremy Dys, senior counsel at 

First Liberty Institute, on the subject of America’s religious freedoms. Jeremy boldly reminds us that the Bible 

is the foundation of our great country, and urges, “Go and do the ministry that God has called you to do without 

any fear of what the government may or may not say!” 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Human Trafficking   3/15/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

 Julie Palmer of PATH discussed the increasing number of human trafficking cases happening in New York. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics   3/16/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss The State of the Union Address and later…the 

hostile reaction to Pastor Jack Hibbs Congressional Prayer. On the heels of his latest annual physical (and his 

“commanding” performance in the SOTU, did President Biden answer his critics about his fitness to serve 

another 5 - years? Side Note: Trump says he’ll Free the Jan 6 Rioters?  Will this fly with independents and 

undecideds? What do you make of the “over the top” reaction to Pastor Jack Hibbs public prayer before 

Congress? Did He Do the right thing? Lay it on too thick? Anyone remember Amen and “A Woman?” Is God 

off limits in Washington?  Freedom of Religion? Some calling for IRS to strip his Church’s Tax Exempt Status. 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 11           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Christian Living   3/18/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

What can you do when God gives you a task that seems impossible? Join Robyn Dykstra for a fascinating look 

at a time when Jesus did the impossible – raising Lazarus from the dead. Learn how the principles found in that 

story helped Robyn as she sought to right a wrong that impacted her earthly father, with the help of her 

Heavenly Father. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   3/18/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

  

Rep. Adam Schiff appeared yesterday on CNN's "State of the Union" with Dana Bash. In the interview, Schiff 

attacked the Supreme Court’s ruling on the attempt to disqualify Donald Trump from the ballot and then 

unleashed a diatribe on the Justices, claiming that if the Highest Court in the Land doesn't rule swiftly against 

Trump’s immunity claim, it would "just further discredit this partisan and reactionary court." Jay, Logan, and 

the Sekulow team break down the Democrat Representative from California's vitriolic comments. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/18/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Jesus says in Matthew 28:19-20, “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of 

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.” 

On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews Dr. Dick Eastman, the former president 

of Every Home for Christ, to discuss how their ministry goes door-to-door around the world to spread the 

gospel. Since 1946, Every Home for Christ has planted 4.7 billion gospel messages in homes worldwide, 

resulting in over 243 million follow-up decision cards and responses! 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Missions    3/18/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Steve Tybor of Eight Days Of Hope discussed their rebuilding trip in Mississippi. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    3/18/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

According to a recent article in the Washington Post, some 65% of “teachers said that they limited their 

instruction because they were afraid of upsetting parents … and felt uncertain about whether their school or 

district leaders would support them if parents expressed concerns.” To varying degrees, teachers in more 

progressive and in more right-leaning areas admitted as much. Though, according to the author, teachers were 

more likely to suppress classroom content in areas where former President Trump received the majority vote in 

2020. The encouraging part of this story is that more teachers care how parents will respond to what their 

children are being taught. This is certainly an improvement over treating children as if they are the property of 

the state or the school. For too long and for too many, parental involvement has been limited and even 

discouraged, left up to “experts” to determine what is and is not appropriate content for kids. Beyond the 

parent/teacher dynamic, there is another, troubling side to this story. Regardless of political leanings, when the 

place of truth within education is unclear and uncertain, and the role of the teacher as a representative of truth is 

compromised, the educational project has lost its way. The clear implication for learners and teachers is that 

truth is merely subjective and should be changed to fit the mood of the day. In fact, according to the ever-

increasing Critical Theory mood dominating education in the Western world, any claim to objective truth is 

viewed as an oppressive power play rather than an accurate reflection of reality. It’s inevitable that teachers will 

instruct their students according to the worldviews dominating the educational system. So, it shouldn’t surprise 

us when teachers alter content to better fit the cultural mood, especially if it means escaping the backlash of a 

polarized age. But, this isn’t education. At best, it’s confusion. At worst, it’s propaganda.  There is a surge in 

enrollment in Christian education over the past few years is an encouraging sign. In fact, both parents and 

educators have moved en masse from state-run options to private, Christian ones, a move that seems to point to 

a shifting mood about education itself. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/19/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Parents often face the teen years with fear because we often don’t fully understand what struggles teens are 

dealing with. Jodie wants to equip parents of teens to pray with confidence about dating, peer pressure, social 

media, prodigals and more — using the power of God’s Word (Part 1). 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2024/02/15/teachers-limit-political-social-issues-lessons/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 3/19/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

  

Former President Donald Trump and several of his co-defendants are requesting permission to appeal Judge 

Scott McAfee’s recent ruling, which failed to dismiss the Georgia election interference case against President 

Trump outright or to remove disgraced Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis from prosecuting the former 

President. The motion noted that the Court found that DA Willis’s actions “created an appearance of 

impropriety and an ‘odor of mendacity’ that lingers in this case, but it nonetheless refused to dismiss the case or 

disqualify her.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/19/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

1 Thessalonians 5:17 says, “Pray without ceasing.” On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James 

Dobson continues his conversation with Dr. Dick Eastman about Every Home for Christ, as well as the 

importance and impact of prayer. They also discuss the American Center for Prayer and Revival, and the 

mission to pray new spiritual life into the nation. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

COVID     3/19/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the ongoing effects of covid on everyday living even after cases have dropped. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    3/19/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Walgreens and CVS, the two largest U.S. pharmacy chains, recently announced that they will begin offering the 

abortion pill mifepristone at select stores this month. Walgreens plans to sell the pill at locations in New York, 

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, California, and Illinois, with hopes to expand to other locations and states soon. 

CVS will offer the pill in Massachusetts and Rhode Island and then expand to other states.  

President Biden, whose pro-abortion agenda is “the strongest abortion rights platform of any general election 

candidate,” praised the pharmacy chains’ decision as an “important milestone in ensuring access” to chemical 

abortion. The pharmacy giants’ push marks the latest in a cascade of anti-life efforts to expand chemical 

abortion.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/20/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Parents often face the teen years with fear because we often don’t fully understand what struggles teens are 

dealing with. Jodie wants to equip parents of teens to pray with confidence about dating, peer pressure, social 

media, prodigals and more — using the power of God’s Word (Part 2). 
                

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reuters.com/world/us/cvs-walgreens-begin-dispensing-abortion-pill-this-month-nyt-2024-03-01/
https://www.politico.com/news/2024/01/07/biden-priority-second-term-abortion-rights-00134204
https://www.politico.com/news/2024/03/01/cvs-walgreens-to-begin-dispensing-abortion-pills-this-month-00144429#:~:text=President%20Joe%20Biden%2C%20who%20is%20making%20abortion%20rights%20a%20pillar%20of%20his%20reelection%20campaign%2C%20called%20the%20move%20%E2%80%9Can%20important%20milestone%20in%20ensuring%20access%20to%20mifepristone.%E2%80%9D
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Immigration/ 3/20/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Border Security 

  

MAJOR UPDATE: Chaos ensues in court after the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that Texas could 

enforce their immigration laws, allowing border patrol to arrest illegal immigrants. Within hours, a federal court 

of appeals put the ruling back on hold as they prepare to hear more arguments today. Following the Supreme 

Court ruling, Texas remains divided over illegal immigration. The Sekulow team discusses the border crisis. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Family/Health  3/20/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Caring for an aging loved one is a stressful and draining task. On today’s edition of Family Talk, the late Grace 

Chavis will share about her experience supporting her ailing parents and in-laws for a number of years. She also 

gives advice for those who are in that season on how to handle their family members with grace and love. 

Proverbs 16:31 says, “Gray hair is a crown of splendor; it is attained in the way of righteousness.” 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Marriage    3/20/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the rising number of divorce in America and how we can combat that with the Gospel. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/Family/Parenting   3/20/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

As the old saying goes, “to a hammer, everything looks like a nail.” Among the hammers today is 

psychotherapy, and too many wielding it are convinced that every human problem is a nail. However, the 

unprecedented rise of mental health problems in Generation Z suggests that the overuse of this tool has done as 

much harm as good. In a bold new book, Abigail Shrier confronts the idea of psychology as an all-consuming 

ideology. In Bad Therapy: Why the Kids Aren’t Growing Up, Shrier argues that much of what is now taken for 

granted about psychological and emotional “trauma” is wrong and has left millions of young adults more 

“traumatized” than if they’d had no therapy at all. This thesis aligns with that of her previous book Irreversible 

Damage, which exposed the reckless push to medically transition gender-dysphoric kids, especially girls. This 

push has been driven by the mental health industry. In Bad Therapy, Shrier points out the many indications that 

the whole approach of our therapy-obsessed age is awry. Most obvious is that despite living in one of the most 

objectively prosperous and safe times in human history, our young people are, en masse, mentally sicker and 

emotionally sadder than ever. In fact, over 40% of young adults have a mental health diagnosis, twice the rate of 

the general population. So, the generation most treated for psychological wellbeing is doing 

the worst psychologically.  For Christians who understand that human beings are more than matter that can be 

molded and medicated, the need for a book like this is even more obvious. Divine revelation and millennia of 

insight suggest that much of what passes for “psychological trauma” today is spiritual brokenness. Spiritual 

healing can take the form of counseling and medication, but to put it simply, no amount of psychotherapy 

alleviates our need for a Savior.    
                

 

 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/716567/bad-therapy-by-abigail-shrier/
https://www.regnery.com/9781684512287/irreversible-damage/
https://www.regnery.com/9781684512287/irreversible-damage/
https://www.harmonyhit.com/state-of-gen-z-mental-health/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/21/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Dave Deets shares about the four miscarriages he experienced with his wife. Recognizing the lack of resources 

for men dealing with miscarriages, he wrote When Men Have Miscarriages to help families through these 

difficult times. In this interview, he talks about how men like himself and those he has walked alongside often 

feel disconnected from the pregnancy their wives are experiencing and have trouble expressing their own grief 

about miscarriage. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   3/21/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

EXPOSED: The Most Dangerous 8 Months for President Trump. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    3/21/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Did you know that the number of abortions in the U.S. since 1973 is over 66 million? That is six times greater 

than the total number of deaths due to the Civil War, World Wars I and II, the Korean War and the Vietnam 

War put together! On today’s edition of Family Talk, Michele Bachmann interviews Allan Parker, Jr., president 

of The Justice Foundation and the author of the book, Reversing Roe v. Wade: My Journey with Roe, Doe and 

God. If you value the sanctity of human life, you must not miss this insightful program. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Race Relations    3/21/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil and listeners discussed racial tension in North America. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Same-Sex Marriage/Homosexuality 3/21/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

According to recent Gallup polls, 71% of Americans think same-sex “marriage” should be legal, and 64% 

believe gay or lesbian relationships are morally acceptable. These numbers are double from a generation ago. 

Among those who attend church weekly, 41% support same-sex “marriage,” while 67% of those who attend 

church less frequently do. How is it that so many, including so many in the Church, now embrace a view of 

marriage that was unthinkable just a few decades ago? Long before the Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. 

Hodges, the case that legalized same-sex unions as “marriages,” the meaning of marriage was already fraying. 

This was due to a host of cultural factors, but perhaps none more important than birth control. The invention 

and widespread acceptance of “the pill” in the 20th century finally severed what was long understood to be a 

package deal: marriage, sex, and children. The only way for sex to be morally severed from marriage was for it 

to be detached from the good and natural consequence of new life. As a result, extramarital sex was 

destigmatized, and even more, sexual pleasure and romance replaced commitment and children as the defining 

features of marriage.  Hollywood helped, too. The definitive sitcoms of the 1980s focused on the family. In the 

90’s, shows like Sex and the City and Friends portrayed an idealized, hyper-sexual, hyper-romantic, 

commitment-free world. Movies and shows initiated viewers into what Dr. Thaddeus Williams has called the 

“cult of self,” where “following your heart” is the highest goal in life. In a culture drunk on these ideals, the 

silly and observably false slogan of the gay rights movement, “love is love,” made perfect sense. Law is also a 

teacher. When something is legal, it becomes more socially acceptable. The Supreme Court’s ruling 

in Obergefell not only reflected cultural beliefs, but it also spread them. This explains the increasing acceptance 

of homosexuality and same-sex “marriage,” both within the Church and without. Though a majority of those 

who attend church faithfully still hold to the Christian view of marriage between one man and one woman, it is 

a shrinking majority.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Worldview    3/22/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Someone has wisely stated, “Christianity stands or falls on the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. 

Disprove it and you have disposed of Christianity forever.” So why is an empty tomb the foundation of our 

faith? Dr. Robert Jeffress identifies the major life-changing components of the first Easter. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/22/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

On this lighthearted broadcast, Pastor Ted Cunningham shares humorous stories from life with his spouse to 

illustrate how laughter is a key component for a thriving and lasting marriage. He explores the emotional, 

physical, and spiritual benefits of laughter, and encourages listeners to discover their "humour muscle" and flex 

it on a daily basis. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/506636/sex-marriage-support-holds-high.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/507230/fewer-say-sex-relations-morally-acceptable.aspx
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Immigration/ 3/22/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Border Security 

 

President Donald Trump’s $454 million bond is due by Monday. If he doesn't pay the bond in his New York 

civil case, New York Attorney General Letitia James will seize Trump’s assets. Will the former President have 

to forfeit his NYC properties? The Sekulow team discusses Trump’s outrageous fine, Russia and China vetoing 

the Gaza ceasefire resolution, a major announcement in the ACLJ’s work in helping Christians in Pakistan, the 

border crisis in El Paso – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    3/22/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

In 1973, the landmark case Roe v. Wade legalized abortion in America. Then in 2022, we saw the reversal of 

that evil law, leaving each state to decide independently the legalities surrounding abortion. Today on Family 

Talk, Michele Bachmann continues her riveting discussion with Allan Parker, Jr., about how God called him to 

represent the two women whose cases resulted in abortion in America. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Immigration    3/22/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the growing number of illegal immigrants entering the USA. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion/Government/Politics  3/22/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

Last week, Kamala Harris became the first vice president in U.S. history to make a public visit to an abortion 

clinic. Though the Democratic party’s support for abortion is nothing new, Harris’ Planned Parenthood 

appearance does illustrate how that support has become a flagrant celebration of abortion as a public and 

personal good, essential to both “freedom” and to “healthcare.” At the appearance, Harris proclaimed,  

It is only right and fair that people have access to the health care they need. Extremists have proposed and 

passed laws that have denied women access to reproductive health care. Contrary to her claim, killing preborn 

children, whether through chemical or surgical abortion, cannot (at least in any sane reckoning) be considered 

“health care,” neither for the child nor for the mother. As many have noted, when a woman gets pregnant, it is 

not because something has gone wrong with her body. In fact, abortion is not safe for women. The chances of 

complications are high and can even be life threatening, and women are four times more likely to experience 

complications from chemical abortion than surgical abortion. For the child, of course, abortion ends a life that is 

developing. In the case of chemical abortion, the child is starved of nutrients. In the case of surgical abortion, 

the child’s life is ended, and the body is dismembered. Neither of those things are “health care,” at least not in a 

world that is morally sane. By calling those who hope to limit abortion “extremists,” Harris maligned and 

mischaracterized thousands of everyday Americans. For years, most Americans have supported legal limits on 

abortion. As of 2024, 66% of Americans want to see abortion legally restricted, and nearly six in 10 support 

limiting abortion to the first trimester.  It is the Democratic party that, long ago, became extremists on this issue. 

In the past, pro-abortion candidates held abortion at arm’s length. Last year, Biden said, “I’m a practicing 

Catholic. I’m not big on abortion.” This year, Biden has announced that returning Roe v. Wade, which made 

America an outlier on abortion restriction, is his top priority. Harris’s appearance at Planned Parenthood 

signaled how serious this administration is. As Politico noted, the Biden-Harris agenda is “the strongest 

abortion rights platform of any general election candidate.” We could add the word “ever” to that sentence. For 

the White House incumbents, abortion is no longer a necessary evil. It is a fundamental freedom.    
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Government/Politics/Immigration/ 3/23/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

Election Reform 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision to allow 

Texas to detain illegal immigrants utilizing Texas state law rather than federal guidelines. Is the Senate Bill 4 

too harsh for those seeking to enter the US but doing so illegally? Will Congress act to pass more common 

sense immigration legislation before 5 November? They also look into a "shocking" claim from Democrat 

Congresswoman Katie Porter that the Senate race in the California primary was . . . rigged (even though the top 

2 spots went to Republican Steve Garvey and Democrat Adam Schiff). 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 12           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.heritage.org/life/report/chemical-abortion-review#:~:text=One%20such%20study%20found%20that%20one%20in%20five%20women%20experienced%20an%20adverse%20event%20following%20a%20chemical%20abortion%2C%20and%20rates%20of%20complication%20were%20four%20times%20higher%20in%20chemical%20abortions%20compared%20to%20surgical%20abortions.53
https://www.kofc.org/en/resources/communications/polls/knights-of-columbus-marist-poll2024.pdf
https://www.politico.com/news/2024/01/07/biden-priority-second-term-abortion-rights-00134204
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Worldview    3/25/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Someone has wisely stated, “Christianity stands or falls on the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. 

Disprove it and you have disposed of Christianity forever.” So why is an empty tomb the foundation of our 

faith? Dr. Robert Jeffress identifies the major life-changing components of the first Easter. (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    3/25/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Driving is such a great illustration for life! We encounter people and circumstances that force us to make quick 

decisions all while trying to protect our family and ourselves. And we have to stay in the right lane to get to 

where we are headed. On this one-day Focus on the Family broadcast, pastor Kevin Thompson helps you learn 

how to navigate the roads of life—circumstances, situations relationships—by staying in your lane. By 

examining what belongs to us, what belongs to others, and what belongs to God, you’ll get a strong grasp on 

boundaries and how to apply them in your life. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Freedom of Speech/ 3/25/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

Tech Censorship 

 

BREAKING: President Donald Trump’s bond amount was reduced by an appeals court – now the former 

President will only have to post $175 million as bond to appeal his New York civil case. How will New York 

Attorney General Letitia James respond to this latest news? Also, Instagram is the latest social media platform 

to engage in social media censorship (limiting “political content”). The Deep State FBI was exposed for 

colluding with Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook to censor conservatives in 2020, and it looks like the 2024 

presidential election between President Donald Trump and President Joe Biden will include more of the same 

attacks on free speech. The Sekulow team discusses the social media censorship debate, how the ACLJ is 

fighting against unlawful censorship, NBC’s Chuck Todd slamming network bosses for hiring Ronna 

McDaniel, U.S. foreign policy regarding Russia – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Pornography  3/25/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

If men didn't grow up with fathers who validated and loved them, they often turn to women or even porn to find 

that affirmation. Today on Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviews John Eldredge, author of the best-selling 

book, Wild at Heart. They discuss the "father wound" that can manifest itself in a young boy’s life if he grows 

up without a strong male figure at home. Learn how Jesus came to heal that hurt in the lives of the 

brokenhearted as He sets the captives free. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Military     3/25/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed the ongoing wars across the globe and the potential for America to get involved. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Worldview    3/26/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

When God delivered the Israelites from Egypt, He established an annual commemorative feast called the 

Passover. And the night before He would hang from a cross, Jesus observed one last Passover meal with His 

disciples. Dr. Robert Jeffress considers how Jesus transformed the meaning of this ancient tradition. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/26/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Pastor Sean and Lanette Reed describe their marital journey and God’s faithfulness. Although many wondered 

if their relationship would survive, the Reeds were proactive about creating a long-term plan and a godly legacy 

for future generations of their family. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics/Election Reform 3/26/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis remains adamant she did nothing wrong and warns "The train is 

coming" for President Donald Trump in the Georgia election interference case. The Sekulow team discusses 

Trump's upcoming appeal to the Georgia Court of Appeals, the ACLJ's forthcoming amicus brief to disqualify 

DA Willis, NBC's Chuck Todd slamming network bosses for hiring Ronna McDaniel, President Biden's foreign 

policy – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living/Family   3/26/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Psalm 46 reminds us to “be still and know God,” a concept easily lost in the constant busyness of our culture. 

On today’s edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson continues his conversation with John Eldredge about his 

book, Get Your Life Back: Everyday Practices for a World Gone Mad. John explains the dangers of a distracted, 

technology-addicted lifestyle, and suggests that we practice the "One Minute Pause,” along with soaking up 

God’s creation and turning off our phones. As we unplug from the "fight or flight" culture, our stress-triggered 

cortisol levels go down, and we can begin to learn how to cast our cares upon the Lord. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Abortion    3/26/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Listeners discussed whether or not abortion pills should be allowed to be mailed without federal regulation. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health/LGBTQ    3/26/24  7:56pm  5 minutes Breakpoint 

 

The evidence that “gender-affirming care” harms young people has been widely available for years. However, it 

has been widely suppressed by policymakers, medical professionals, and media outlets. That is now changing, 

largely because the stories of those harmed by these dangerous ideas are being told.  

At the most recent Lighthouse Voices event, a series that is co-hosted by Focus on the Family and the Colson 

Center, Laura Perry Smalts told her story. After eight years of attempting to live as a male, Laura came to faith 

in Jesus Christ, first as her savior and then as her maker. Her message is a powerful testimony to both the 

dangerous lies of this movement, especially for young people, and to the potential for reconciling to both God 

and self.   
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     3/27/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Nobody is perfect, and the people in our lives will inevitably disappoint us. But perhaps the deepest hurt of all 

comes when we’re betrayed or abandoned by someone we trust. Dr. Robert Jeffress explores how we should 

respond when someone we love wounds us deeply. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Marriage    3/27/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Pastor Sean and Lanette Reed describe their marital journey and God’s faithfulness. Although many wondered 

if their relationship would survive, the Reeds were proactive about creating a long-term plan and a godly legacy 

for future generations of their family (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Government/Politics   3/27/24  12noon  60 minutes Jay Sekulow Live 

 

The Baltimore bridge collapse that was caused by a cargo ship has put President Biden's Transportation 

Secretary, Pete Buttigieg, back in the national spotlight. Should Secretary Buttigieg resign over the numerous 

transportation failures over the past few years (e.g., supply chain issues, the East Palestine train derailment, 

airline delays, etc.)? The Sekulow team discusses Mayor Pete's failures, Maryland Governor Wes Moore's press 

conference, the ACLJ's oral intervention at the U.N., NBC firing Ronna McDaniel after Chuck Todd's 

meltdown, the latest news on President Trump's legal woes – and much more. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Family/Parenting/Tech Censorship/ 3/27/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

Christian Living 

 

Is your family honoring God with their media choices? Bob Waliszewski (pronounced Wall-eh-shess-key), 

former director of PluggedIn.com for over twenty-seven years, joins Dr. James Dobson on today’s edition of 

Family Talk. They discuss what to look for in today's movies, TV programs, video games, and more. Bob 

reveals that parents can't just hope their kids will make wise choices on their own when they're faced with peer 

pressure and temptation to consume media that celebrates worldly, sinful behavior. 
                

https://www.focusonthefamily.com/lighthouse-live/
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Education    3/27/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Pastor Sean Obergfell discussed the decline in our education system since we allowed Jesus to be taken out of 

schools. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living     3/28/24  6am  30 minutes Pathway to Victory 

 

Nobody is perfect, and the people in our lives will inevitably disappoint us. But perhaps the deepest hurt of all 

comes when we’re betrayed or abandoned by someone we trust. Dr. Robert Jeffress explores how we should 

respond when someone we love wounds us deeply (Part 2). 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Family/Parenting   3/28/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

Jonathan Catherman, author of The Manual to Manhood, explains why today's parents need to be more 

intentional about teaching their sons basic life skills they'll need as they become men. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Health     3/28/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil discussed healthy living and mental health. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/28/24  1pm  30 minutes Family Talk 

 

Jesus is the only person in all of history with the ultimate power to defeat death and grant eternal life. On this 

classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. Ralph “Yankee” Arnold talks about our desperate need for a savior, and 

Christ’s incredible sacrifice that paid for our sins in full. John 14:6 says, “I am the way and the truth and the 

life. No one comes to the Father except through me.” Discover the peace which surpasses all understanding and 

how faith in Christ alone can bring salvation. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 
Christian Living    3/29/24  7am/10:30pm 30 minutes Focus on the Family 

 

In this engaging message, Dr. Tony Evans explains that in the cosmic chess game between good and evil, Jesus 

is the winner. The death and resurrection of Jesus Christ provides power for victorious living for those who 

identify with Him, who testify about Him to others, and who love Him more than life itself. 
                

ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Disabilities    3/29/24  2-6pm  4 hours     Neil Boron Live  

 

Neil talked about physical limitations and disabilities and the correlation to discrimination. 
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ISSUE     DATE  TIME  DURATION PROGRAM 

Christian Living    3/30/24  7pm – Sat. 30 minutes National Crawford Roundtable 

 

On this week's National Crawford Roundtable they discuss What is the real meaning of Easter, and why is it so 

celebrated by Christians?   When and why did it become as much about the Easter Bunny as about Christ? 

 What miracles happened and what prophecies were fulfilled? Also discussed the upcoming solar eclipse… Is it 

the end of the world as we know it, or is it another example of how God created the Heavens and the Earth? 

What do all the Christians who believe this is the return of Christ do for our Witness to the lost if nothing major 

happens?  How do we respond to people who believe every major event is THE next event that ushers in the 

Second Coming?  How many times have they been wrong? 

 
                
1st Quarter 2024 - WEEK 13           WDCZ-AM RADIO 
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